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ABSTRACT

HTSC SUPERCONDUCTING EDGE-TRANSITION 
INFRARED DETECTORS; PRINCIPLES, 

FABRICATION. AND CHARACTERIZATION

Rizwan Akram

M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Supervisor; Assist. Prof. Dr. Mehdi Fardmanesh 

January 2000

Since the discovery of High temperature superconductors, superconductivity 

became one of the fast emerging technologies being used in numerous applica

tions ranging from large-scale to small-scale applications such as IR,-detectors. 

High temperature superconductors such as Y B ü'zCuíOj due to their properties 

are the prime candidates for the fabrication of detectors. Their responsivity 

and detectivity can be improved by changing the design and SC characteristics. 

In this thesis, one-dimensional thermal model has been considered to improve 

the characteristic parameters of the SC. Based on the model, the annealing 

profile and manufacturing process is modified to further enhance the respon

sivity and detectivity of the detectors. A characterization setup is established 

to perform dc & ac measurements at low temperatures. In order to improve the 

cryogenic setu]), a thermal equivalent model for the system is also proposed. 

Keywords: Superconductor, bolometers, cryogenic system, squids.
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ÖZET

HTSC SÜPERİLETEN AYRIT GEÇİŞLİ KIZILÖTESİ 

SEZİCİLER: İLKELER, ÜRETİM VE KARAKTERİZASYON

Rizwan Akram

Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 

Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Mehdi Fardmanesh
Ocak 2000

Yüksek sıcaklık süperiletkenlerinin keşfinden beri, süperiletkenlik, kızılötesi 

seziciler gibi küçük öleçk uygulamalardan, büyük ölçekli uygulamalara kadar 

birçok alanda kullanılan önemli bir teknoloji haline gelmiştir. Uygun özellikelri 

nedeniyle, YB a2C ui07 gibi yüksek sıcaklık süperiletkenleri, sezici üretiminde 

kullanılan malzemeler arasında birinci sıradadır. Uygun tasrımlarla ve 

süperiletken özellikerinin ayarlanmasıyla sezicilerin tepkisi ve sezicilik seviyesi 

geliştirilebilir.

Bu tezde, süperiletken parametrelerinin iyileştirilmesi amacıyla, tek boyutlu ısıl 

model ele alınmıştır. Bu modelle, sezici tepkisinin ve seziciliğinin arttırılması 

için, ısıtma/soğutma profili ve üretim işlemi uygun şekilde değiştirilmiştir. 

Düşük sıcaklıklarda DC ve Ac ölçümerinin yapılabildiği bir karakterizasj'^on 

düzeneği kurulmuştur. Ayrıca kriyogenik düzeneğini iyileştirmek için, sistemin 

bir ısıl-eşlenik modeli önerilmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler. Süperiletken, bolometre, kriyojenik sistem, SQUID.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The superconductivity phenomena was discovered in 1908 according to which, 

a material loses its electrical resistance below some certain temperature called 

critical temperature, T ·̂ Initially it was thought that superconductors could 

not be used widely because of the very low Tc of the known superconducting- 

materials at the time. After the discovery of a new class of superconductors in 

1986, which have critical temperatures above 32K and usually called as high 

temperature superconductors, a new area was opened in the field. Since the 

discovery of superconductivity different theories have been established in order 

to understand the physical properties associated with phenomena of supercon

ductivity. One of these theories is BCS theory which has predicted most of 

the properties very efficiently and until today it is considered to be the reliable 

frame work.



Now after about 100 years following the discovery of superconductivity we 

are at the point where we have high temperature superconductors with Tc up 

to about 140 K. The recent advancements in the fabrication technology of ma

terials make it possible to use superconductors for verity of applications. Large 

scale applications of superconductors include manufacturing of Transformers, 

power transmission lines, cables, magnetically levitated trains, etc. Small scale 

applications includes detection systems, microwave circuits, amplifiers, and 

many more.

Recent advancements in solid state technology make it possible to have de

tectors with high performance and efficiency. There are a variety of different 

detectors used for different purposes. Superconductors due to their physical 

properties is a prime candidate for the fabrication of thermal detectors specially 

as bolometers. Bolometers are one type of thermal detectors whose working 

principal is the change in the resistance due the change of the temperature. 

Applications of bolometers range from medical to the agriculture and from 

military to space technologies.

There are many ways to develop and approach the technology advancement 

of the detectors, which mainly depends on the application. One of the applica

tions is detection in the infrared region where responsivity and detectivity are 

the most important parameters to be improved for the any used kind of the 

detectors.



In this thesis efforts have been done in order to improve the above men

tioned properties. Thermal equivalent model has been considered to investigate 

which parameters of the detectors directly influence the responsivity and de

tectivity. Once the related parameters has been found new method has been 

purposed to fabricate the detectors.

Once a detector has been fabricated we need to have a characterization 

setup which should be capable of providing a reliable data. Hence a cryo

genic system has also been developed which can work at atmospheric pressure 

with almost constant temperature at the sample of about and over 77K. It 

has been found that this system reduces the noise specially the vibrational 

noise, which is usually found in other pump-based cryogenic systems. Sec

ondly there is no need to have a vacuum for better operation, and it works 

with self-vacuum system. In order to improve the thermal properties of the 

system a one-dimensional thermal model for Dewar was also proposed.

The first chapter starts with the common superconductor’s properties and 

some very basic concepts. It also provides good references for those interested 

in the subject and prevents any extra research in order to understand the topics 

mentioned in the thesis on his/her part. It also works as a preliminary for the 

advanced topics used in the fabrication and resulting processes. Furthermore, 

the first chapter discusses our used YB a2CuzOr-x material’s properties and 

provides concise yet a thorough account of its applications.



The second chapter discusses detectors and makes a connection between 

superconductors and detectors. It defines the detector parameters. Various 

topics such as noise, responsivity, specific detectivity, dynamic range, etc. are 

discussed in this chapter. Many recently developed types of detectors are also 

mentioned here termed in major categories like photon detectors, thermal de

tectors and heterodyne detectors. A thermal equivalent model for detectors, 

has been discussed in detail.

Chapter 3 is about the experimental setup developed based on the model 

derived in the previous chapter. The two electrical and mechanical models are 

discussed here. For the mechanical model, we are to know various thermal 

properties, which are explained in a compact form. The mechanical model 

provides an account of the work done recently at Bilkent University during the 

course of this thesis, the Dewar design. Whereas the electrical setup has com

puter controlled systems for performing the DC (R vs. T, mutual induction 

measurements) and AC analysis.

The original course of experimentation requires rigorous comparison of some 

known standards, which is discussed in Chapter 4. This is indeed the idealistic 

part of the thesis, which shall be compared with the experimental measure

ments. This has been the reason for prior explanation of a few existing and 

successful techniques about fabrication processes which include the fabrication 

of thick and thin films and also the bulk superconducting discs. Afterwards the 

chapter defines some standards regarding the superconductivity and infrared



detectors such as, magnetic levitation, resistance vs. temperature, mutual in

duction and inductances, responsivity vs. frequency, and the temperature and 

the noise measurements.
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Chapter 2

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY: AN 

OVERVIEW

2.1 Review of superconductivity

After the discovery of superconductivity many theories, like BCS, Ginzl)urg- 

Lanau, have Ix̂ en established in order to understand the behavior of sui)er- 

conductors. According to these theories the number of independent parame

ters needed to describe homogeneous superconductors can be surprisingly few. 

From BCS theory, four parameter suffice (critical temperature, Tc, critical mag

netic field, B,:2, order parameter, k, the normal resistivity, p„) to describe the 

superconductor. On the other hand near to the Ginzburg - Landau theory 

uses only two independent parameters. For example Tc and Bc2 and others can 

be derived.



However from the practical point of view, inhomogeneity, anisotropy and 

granularity in the SC materials further much complicate the picture.

The typical relation between Tc, Bc2 and Jc for a superconducting material 

is shown in the following figure.

Tc critical temperature at Bc2 
Tc’' critical temperature at Bc1^

Figure 2.1; The critical surface for superconductivity shown as a surface of 
constant electric fiodd, E(B,T,J). With an appropriate selection of the electric 
field criterion this .surface can be used to define Tc(B), 5c2(T) and Jc{B,T).

Near T„ and B,-'2, inhomogeneity in a material leads to the broadening of 

the transition from the superconductivity to the normal state. Each of the 

above properties are discussed in the next sub-section.



2.1.1 Superconductive properties

Critical Temperature:

Critical Temperature, Tf,, is defined as the temperature at which the supercon

ductor loses its resistance. Hence critical temperature drives a specimen with 

a finite normal electrical resistivity to a superconducting state undergoing a 

phase transition as depicted in Fig. 2.2.

Tc being a characteristic property differs for metal and alloy superconduc

tors. However, Tc is not aflFected much by the impurities, but magnetic impu

rities tends to lower the transition temperature. Superconductivity is a rare 

phenomenon not shown by all elements of the periodic table. Though some al

loys composed of two or more metals can exhibit superconductivity properties 

even though the same cannot be said when they are separated, e.g., Bi-Pb.

>uoc
1.T3

io
IDLc:

0Ü
C0
•:o
¡D

Figure 2.2: Resistance vs. temperature characteristics of Superconductors.



The Tc transition for physically perfect elements is extremely sharp which 

can be broadened by adding impurity and disturbing the crystal as shown in 

Fig. 2.2.

Critical Magnetic Field:

When a superconductor is driven into normal state due to high applied mag

netic field, the magnitude of the magnetic field is called the Critical Magnetic 

Field, He- The basic of above from the physical phenomena is that the net 

superelectron momentum must not exceed a certain value, which refers to a 

current density, if the material is to remain superconductor. This critical cur

rent density is both represented by the current due to an external source and to 

the screening current which shield the specimen from an applied magnetic field.

With respect to the magnetization, a dia-magnetism arises in a supercon

ductor when the surface super-currents circulate within the specimen to cancel 

the flux density inside. The current magnitude can be increased sufficiently by 

increasing the magnetic field until an upper limit for the current is reached. 

Then the shielding current will cease to increase with increasing magnetic field, 

allowing the magnetic field to penetrate.

As shown in the Fig. 2.3, the critical magnetic field is found to be de

pendent on the temperature. The phase diagram as shown in the Figure 2.3a 

shows the magnetic field falling from some value Ho to zero below Tc and the



T
H He

Normal
\

\Superconductor \
Tc

Figure 2.3: Phase diagram for type-I and type-II superconductors.

material will l)e superconductor for a point lying in the area under this curve. 

The relationship between Tc and He, in specific for low Tc materials can be 

formulated as follows:

Hc =
T < T c

0 T > T c

(2 .1)

By virtue of critical magnetic field, we can categorize the superconductors 

into two types:

T ype I: superconductors, which are forced into normal state by one critical 

magnetic field.

T ype II: superconductors, which are forced into normal state by two critical 

magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 2.3b
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Below Hci curve the material is in superconducting state, between Hd  and 

Hc2 , the material is in a mixed state, and above Hc2 the material is driven 

into normal state.

M eissner Effect:

Till the year of 1933, it was believed that the superconductors behave like a 

perfect conductor as shown in Fig. 2.4 (left). But in the same year experi

ments led by Meissner and Ochsenfeld on the flux distribution outside tin and 

lead in superconducting stage showed that the specimen becomes perfectly De

magnetized cancelling all flux inside as in Fig. 2.4(right)c, unlike the expected 

situation Fig. 2.4 (left)f. The reason behind this phenomenon is the genera

tion of persistcnit surface currents when a superconductor is cooled in a weak 

magnetic field at transition. This whole process is called M eissner Effect.

Hence it can be stated that the superconductor is independent of the state 

of magnetism and depends entirely on the actual values of the applied field 

and temperature while its counterpart perfect conductor takes the state into 

account as well.
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Figure 2.4: Magnetic behavior of perfect conductor (left) and superconductor 
(right).

2.1.2 Theory of Superconductivity

Two Fluid Model (London Equation):

Two fluid model is a good starting point in order to understand the super

fluid properties of Helium. Helium is assumed to be composed of atoms in two 

states, one being in condensed Bose-Einstein ground state and the rest in the 

normal state. This idea was used in practice for superconductivity purposes 

by Gorter and Casimer (1934) for the first time. They proposed the follow

ing system of equations: if N represents conduction electron then conduction 

electron density n = N/V and n = n„ -f- nj where and n, are the densities 

of normal and superconducting state electrons respectively. Though a drastic 

assumption of electron separation, the scientists suggested the following free 

energy equations for the conduction electron of atom:
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fn = —'yT‘̂ /2 usual free electron energy in normal state 

fs = —p constant, condensed state energy.

Minimization of free energy, F(x,T), for conduction electron with respect 

to X yields;

T l  1 q

(2.2)

The equation above shows a sharp dependence of fractional electron states 

below Tc ■ This model gives a hard physical basis for understanding supercon

ductivity.

London Equation:

Using the above assumptions and knowing the fact from condensed matter 

physics that the superconducting electron current is given by J  = —e*Vs*ns, 

plus the Newton’s law m{dY/dt) = —eE, by using the A xE  = — we have;

dJ ,e^*ns. „
 ̂ *E-dt m (2.3)

where E = and A = - i ) - .
(It

Combining the above results with Maxwell’s equations we get the following 

general equation for the metals:
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d[cA X (yVJ) +  B] 
dt =  0 . (2.4)

In 1935, London brothers used the above idea of two fluids to understand 

the Meisner effect. London characterized the behavior of superconductors by 

restricting the full solution set to the following:

-cA  X (AJ) =  B, (2.5)

Which is named as ’London’s equation’. Taking the curl of both sides 

using Maxwell’s equation A x B = and using the identity A x A x B = 

A(A · B) — A'“B we obtain A^B = ^  and — A^J =  ^

>H =
m:

47rn,e  ̂’
(2 .6)

where A is the London penetration depth. The above equation shows that the 

magnetic field decays from surface to bulk exponentially. London equation sim

plifies Meissner effect a great deal by declaring that a shielding current is setup 

that protects the sample interior from external magnetic field. Hence by using 

the results of tlie penetration depth concept of the two fluid model and the 

following consequent equation of it, we see that below Tg, decreases rapidly, 

leading to the exclusion of flux from the bulk of the sample, the Meisnner effect 

in other words.

m  = Ai(0)
[l-(r /T ,)4 ]i/2 · (2.7)
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Vector approach can also be an intuitive approach towards solving the Lon

don equations, which is used in describing Gisburg-Landau theory in the fol

lowing section.

The Ginzburg-Landau Theory:

Related with Landau’s theory of second order structural phase transition, 

Ginzburg and Landau proposed a phenomenological theory of superconductiv

ity in 1950. According to the theory, electrons were described to be in order at 

low temperatures while the free energy in terms of an order parameter was zero 

at high temperature phase. This entailed certain assumptions, one of them be

ing the superconducting behaviour defined as a complex pseudo wave function 

'if as the order parameter, which has the significance that |'L(r)p =  n, = N^/V. 

The second assumption in this regard is that the free energy of the supercon

ducting state differs from that of normal state by an amount, which can be 

written as a power series. However, it is sufficient to retain only first two of 

its terms in this expression. The nonlinear and spatial variation effects of ris 

were then treated by using the GL formalism in magnetic fields. Not only 

did the theory defined a temperature dependent penetration depth A, it also 

introduced a coherence length dependent on temperature. Coherence length C 

is the distance over which i '(r) can vary without a substantial energy increase. 

The important GL parameter is defined as;

K = A/C- (2.8)
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The Fig. 2.5 shows how 'F increases in the superconductor to its values 

at infinity ^00 hi a distance {() and how the magnetic field penetrates the 

superconductor (to a depth A).

He X He X ---- ^

1C < 1

(a)

Figure 2.5: The behaviour of wave function.

ra

Considering the GL free energy, in the presence of magnetic field and spa

tial gradients, the free energy density is taken as;

(2.9)

where the free energy density in the normal state = 0) is /„(t) = 

/no(0) -  equation 2.9, is the classic magnetic energy density and

the middle terms leads to the linear-temperature specific heat for a metal, 

where h(r) is local microscopic field. It is sufficient to keep the leading term 

|^rad(^)| only if n., varies slowly in space. |^rad(^)| is combined with the
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vector potential A(r) in a gauge invariant manner. The total magnetic contri

bution to the free energy of the superconducting state is therefore given by;

2m
/

PjA
(2.10)

the integral being taken over the whole volume V of the specimen. The func

tions ^ (r) and A(r) which make the total free energy of the specimen a min

imum subject to appropriate boundary conditions is the central problem of 

the Ginzburg-Landau approach. This problem is simplified for weak magnetic 

fields where London equation is applicable; nonetheless, strong magnetic field 

equations are only solvable through numerical methods. This is while, both 

the and A vary with film thickness as varies with x, which is due to the film 

thickness, while again depends on |^p .

The critical magnetic field can be calculated by the usual method of equat

ing the free energy of the film in the superconducting state with that in the 

normal state. The general expression for if ' is complicated, but simplifies in 

two special cases:

(i) a >> A , in this case

H· = if.(l + f i ) . (2.11)

where 2a is the thickness of the film, A is the penetration depth in a weak 

magnetic field, and a  is a coefficient very close to unity. This is essentially the 

same as the London result.
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(ii) a < A , this case causes to be approximately constant throughout the 

film resulting in,

K  = 1 ^ 1 ^ .a (2.12)

This differs from the London result by factor of \/2. As H approaches if ', 

’L gradually falls, to zero which brought out a surprising consequence of the 

Ginzburg theory showing the transition as a second-order one.

The major advantage of the Ginzburg-Landau theory is that it allows the 

study of spatially inhomogeneous systems, such as proximity systems, thin 

films, and others. If small amount of static (and nonmagnetic) impurities is 

introduced into a superconductor, this well have practically no effect on its 

thermodynamic properties and will not change its critical temperature. The 

electromagnetic i)roperties are another matter to be considered separately. The 

processes of electron impurity scattering which will change the electronic mo

menta are important and will affect the coherence length, C· The latter will 

become ecpial to (Co0̂ > where I is the mean free path defined by the impurity 

density. Thus doping will lead to a decrease in (  and a corresponding rise in 

K. In this way, a pure Type I superconductors can, by doping, be turned into 

a Type II superconductors, resulting in a radical change of its behaviour in an 

external magnetic field.

Even though the experimental accuracy of Ginzburg-Landau theory has not 

exceeded London theory if values of A obtained from measurements on large
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specimens are used. The greatest success of the Ginzburg-Landau theory still 

remains to be the correct predictor of the first to second order transition change 

with decreasing thickness, which London Theory fails to achieve.

BCS theory:

Any successfvd microscopic theory of superconductivity must be able to explain 

the following basic characteristics of superconductor;

(i) Superconductor is essentially bound up with some profound change in the 

behaviour of the conduction electrons which marked by the appearance of long- 

range order and a gap in their energy spectrum of the order of 10~'‘eV.

(ii) The crystal lattice does not show any change of properties, but must nev

ertheless play a very important part in establishing superconductivity because 

the critical temperature depends on the atomic mass.

(iii) The superconducting to normal transition is a phase change of the second 

order.

Almost half a century after the discovery of superconductivity, a compre

hensive, microscopic theory was proposed by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieft’er 

(1957), which is called the BCS theory. This theory gives an excellent account 

of the equilibrium properties of superconductors and, to quote from their con

clusion section, ’’this quantitative agreement, as well as the fact that we can 

account for the main features of superconductivity, is convincing evidence that 

our model is essentially correct.”
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The BCS results involve complicated, many-body, quantum-mechanical 

equations and a study would take us far a field.

C ooper Pairs and Principle of BCS theory: In 1956 Cooper consid

ered a non-interacting Fermi gas at ~  OK, so all the states are filled for k 

< kp ■ To this Fermi gas, two electrons are added, which occupy states with 

k > kp because of the Pauli-exclusion principle. Then it is assumed that a 

net attractive electron-electron interaction exists between these two electrons 

when their energies are within /iwc of the Fermi energy E/r. This attraction 

occurs because as the first electron moves through the crystal, it distorts (by 

means of a phonon) the structure in such a manner that a second electron 

reduces its energy by moving through the distorted structure. For electrons in 

this energy range, it is suggested that the interaction is attractive and larger 

than the repulsive, screened-Coulomb interaction and this is called phonon- 

mediated pairing.

The electron-electron interaction, U, scatters a pair of electrons with crystal 

momenta (k,-k) to {k',—k'). The scattering matrix element is Ufc,*,·'. Cooper 

assumed that Ua,,a:' = -Uq (independent of k, called weak coupling ) for states 

within a cutoff energy Hwc of Ê ?. The matrix element was taken as zero for 

energies outside the range Ep . Cooper showed that though electrons are re

stricted to having momenta outside the Fermi sphere, they will have a bound 

state lying below 2Ef’. This bound state is called a Cooper pair. Thus, clearly 

there may be an instability in the electron system if this interaction is operative.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of electron-electron interaction transmit
ted by a phonon.

BCS Results: If we consider; the density of states at energy E of one-spin 

orientation as N(E) , that is, the number of states between energy E and E-(-clE 

for electrons of one-spin orientation, by writing a many-body wave function 

BCS were able to show that there is a second order phase transition to a new 

electron state with the transition temperature expressed as

kuTc = (2.13)

where N(Ef ) is the density of normal state electrons at the Fermi energy. 

The cutoff phonon energy hwc is related to the Debye energy Hujd in which 

ct>£) a  where M is the atomic mass. Thus, the isotope effect comes

out of the theory in a natural manner, namely, Tg a  which had been

suggested by Fröhlich in 1950 and was found to be in excellent agreement with 

experiments on mercury isotopes (1950).
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According to the BCS theory the calculated energy gap at OK is:

2A(0) =  -
sinh[l/iV(EF)C/o]

(2.14)

The idea of a gap in the density of state is shown in Fig. 2.7, in a greatly 

exaggerated manner the normal state, quadratic, free-electron-like density of 

state is shown, which at OK is filled up to E^, for a superconductor. The OK 

gap is centered at Ep and it ’pushes’ allowed states into energy regions just 

below and above the gap, as indicated. The modified superconducting density 

of states, Ns(E), for E > A and E < —A , is;

E
Ns{E) = N{0) (E2 -  A2)-i/2> \E\ > A. (2.15)

For energies within the gap, the density of allowed states is zero. This ex

pression is singular at the edges of the gap (E= ±A), and for positive energies 

the result is shown in details in Fig. 2.7. Here it should be noted that the 

total number of state is unaltered by the interaction and those formally in the 

gap are ’pushed out’ by the interaction. Thus, the number of superconducting 

state is much larger at T = OK than just below Tc.

Since the expressions for k^Tc and 2A(0) have the same form, their ratio 

is independent of the electron density of state and electron phonon matrix 

element, yielding the parameter-free result.

2A(0)/A:bTc = 3.52. (2.16)
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UJ, I \  Superconducting

Normal

E/^

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) normal-state, free electron, quadratic density of states is filled 
with electrons up to Ef-. Then, the superconducting energy gap 2 A(0) is 
shown and the allowed states that were in the gap are pushed into regions just 
above and below the gap. (b) More detail of the density of states above the 
Fermi energy (taken as zero).

Table B.2(see appendix) shows that experimental results for many elemental 

superconductors are close to 3.5, as are results for many compound supercon

ductors.

By solving the gap equation at elevated temperatures, the temperature 

dependence of gap, 2A(T), can be calculated. The gap vanishes at Tg, and 

just below this value, A(T) can be approximated by;

A ( T )  ^A T ,{1- T/TcY^  ̂ T <Tc

where A = 3.06.

Band Theory:

The invention of high Tq superconductors has led the solid state physicists to 

take interest in complicated superconducting alloys. This has resulted in even 

energy band calculations yielding results that may be called spaghetti diagrams 

because of the large number of dispersionless electron energy levels vs. crystal
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momentum involved. Special attention will be given to Fermi levels Ep· since 

they have a direct consequence on the conduction process and superconductiv

ity.

We begin with band diagrams. Band diagrams are essentially always for 

one-electron bands. In these calculations electron-electron repulsion is treated 

in an averaged manner as the electron orbital are largely extended compared 

to the nearest neighbor atoms which makes Coulomb’s repulsion forces approx

imation quite feasible. Hence on average electron-electron correlation can be 

considered as mere perturbations. For a high Tg material, the electron-electron 

interaction is much larger than in ordinary metals, hence electrons are found 

to be strongly correlated and one electron band has little or no significance. A 

Hubbard type or resonating valance band model probably is a more sensible 

starting point to describe the electronic energies. This point of view is sup

ported by the fact that one electron band calculation prefect metallic behaviour 

for all the high Tc type materials even the insulator ones. Cuprate materials 

on the other hand has a reasonable agreement between the one-electron band 

structure and experimental results. We shall focus on one-electron bands of 

these high Tc systems and their metallic properties. A particular approach is 

required for behaviors of the carriers within these materials. We will present 

the simplest viewpoint that reasonably agrees with the experimental values.
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Energy Gap:

Superconductors being different from other materials have different energy 

band origin and nature as well. In a superconductor the electron-electron inter

action is significant and plays a yital role in ordering the electrons in K space 

with respect to the Fermi gas of electrons. Insulators, have an electron-lattice 

interaction, which is responsible for electron-lattice ties as well. The argument 

of the exponential factor in the electronic heat capacity of a superconductor 

is found to be —Eg/2KBT instead of —Eg/KsT. Comparing the optical and 

electron tunneling determinations of the band gap. Eg have been calculated.

Normal
b)

Superconductor
(b)

Figure 2.8: (a) Conduction band in the normal state, (b) energy gap at the 
Fermi level in the superconducting state. Electrons in excited states above the 
gap behave as normal electrons in rf fields: they cause resistance; at dc they 
are shorted out by the superconducting electrons. The gap Eg is exaggerated 
in the figure: typically Eg ~

The transition in zero magnetic field from the superconducting state to the 

normal state is observed to be second-order phase transition. At a second order 

transition there is no latent heat, but there is a discontinuity in the heat capac

ity, evident in Fig. 2.7a. Furthermore, the energy gap decreases continuously 

to zero as the temperature is increased to the transition temperature Tc , as in
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Fig. 2.9. A first-order transition would be characterized by a latent heat and 

by a discontinuity in the energy gap.
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Figure 2.9: Reduced values of the observed energy gap as a function of the 
reduced temperature T / after Townsend and Sutton. The solid curve is 
drawn for the BCS theory Type of superconductors with the structure for 
YBCO (e.g. low T; metals, alloys, HTSC oxides, C60).

Electronic and Band Structure:

The cause of superconductivity in the copper-oxide systems occurs mainly due 

to metal insulator controlled by doping or oxygen stoichiometry as well as
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due to structural instability (orthorhombic tetragonal). At low tempera

tures, the metallic phase becomes superconducting, while the insulating phase 

show long-range anti-ferromagnetic order. The structure of most of the high- 

Tc superconductors are layered perovskite with large anisotropy [1] and most 

unique feature is the presence of CU-O2 layers which seem to be crucial for 

the high temperature superconductivity. The exception is the cubic perovskite 

Bai-xKxBiO'i-y, which has an onset temperature of 30K with the CU-O2 lay

ers missing. In this section we will see some of the basic electronic proper

ties and band structure of most famous high-temperature superconductors, 

y Bo,2Cu‘iO j—x .

E lectronic properties oi YB a2CuzOj-x: The unique feature of the struc

ture of YB a 2Cu30 r-x is the absence of the 2-1-y oxygen atoms for the 

perfect triple perovskite YCuOz{BaCuOz)2 [2]· In the limit x = 0, the 

vacancies are due to the absences of the oxygen atoms from the Y plane 

which separates the adjoining Cu-02 layers, and half of the oxygen sites 

in the Cu-0 plane between the Ba-0 layers which leads to the formation 

of the Cu-0 chain. There are three weakly coupled Cu-0 layers in the 

unit cell, consisting of two quasi-two-dimensional Cu-C>2 planes and a 

one-dimensional Cu-0 chain. Along the c-axis, the oxygen atom in the 

Ba-0 plane (Osa) is significantly close to the fourfold coordinated Cu 

atoms in the chains (1.85A) than the fivefold coordinated Cu atom in 

the planes (2.30A). As x is increased from 0 to 1, the oxygen atoms, in 

the chain layers, are removed and some of the oxygen atoms are moved to 

the empty sites, which eventually leads the orthorhombic to tetragonal 

transformation. One notable change in the structure as the oxygen atoms



are removed is that Osa atom moves away from the Cu-C>2 plane towards 

the Cu-0 chain along the c-axis, so that the Cu atoms in the chain layer 

are more isolated and the interlayer coupling between Cu-C>2 planes are 

further reduced. There is a remarkable correlation between % and the 

oxygen vacancy concentration [3] Tc is around 90 K for 0 < a: < 0.2 before 

decreasing sharply to 60 K, where it remains up to x = 0.5. Beyond x 

= 0.5, Tc drops sharply and anti-ferromagnetic order has been observed 

near X = 0.7, 0.85 and 1.

B and S tru c tu re  of YBaoCu^Oj: Band structure of YB a2CuzOj was first 

presented by Mattheiss and Hamann and by Massidda et al. [4]. 

Mattheiss and Hamann chose the Cu-0 chain along the a-axis rather that 

the experimentally determined b-axis in their calculation. Since detailed 

neutron analysis was not available at the time. Hence the resulting band 

structure and subsequent calculations especially near Ep differ somewhat 

from that of Massidda et al due to slightly different Cu-0 distance in the 

chain. They found that the electronic structure o iY B a 2Cu (̂)7 consists 

of occupied O2S bands, away from Ep, centered at -15 eV, Ba^p bands 

centered at -10 eV, as well as unoccupied B a ^  and Ŷ a bands above 3.4 

eV. More than 60 % of their charge on the Cu-0 chains are emphasized 

with the large symbols in Fig. 2.10a, while states with more than 80 % 

charge on the two Cu-0 layers are shown in Fig. 2.10b. Among the four 

bands that cross Ep, two of them have the majority of their charge on the 

CU-O2 plane corresponding to one band for each layer. The Cu-0 chains 

are responsible for the two other bands; a steep; band crossing Ep, which
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is strongly dispersive only in the chain Direction, that is, along the X- 

S and F —F  directions, and a flat band just at Ep along the Y-S direction.

Y B a 2 0 i J 3 O - 7

Figure 2.10: Energy bands of YBa^Cu-iOj along some high symmetry direc
tions for kz =0 of the orthorhombic BZ, from Krakauer and Pickett.

The one-dimensional nature of Cu-0 chain as well as the two-dimensional 

nature of the C11-O2 planes was confirmed by the detailed analysis of the 

charge density distribution. The ionic Y and Ba atoms were found to act 

as electron donors and are not active participants otherwise, even if the
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fully substituted material is ordered magnetically at very low tempera

ture. The lack of conduction electron density near the Y site explains 

the stability of the high superconducting critical temperature when the 

isolated Y atoms are replaced by strongly magnetic rare-earth such as 

Gd or Er.

2.1.3 Magnetic Properties

T ype II  M aterials: As we have seen in section 2.2.2 that on the basis of 

critical Held we can divide the superconductor two types. In type I su

perconductor the external magnetic field is excluded for H < He, for 

H above He , the field penetrates the entire sample and superconduc

tivity is completely destroyed as shown in the Fig. 2.3a. On the other 

hand for a type II superconductor, the magnetic field is excluded only for 

H < Hci (lower critical field). Above H ^  the field penetrates in vortices, 

and fluxoid associated with each vortex is one flux quantum [5]. If we 

increase the external magnetic field the density of vortices increases until 

the upper critical field Hc2 is reached, where upon the field penetrates 

uniformly and the material becomes normal. All High- Tc materials are 

type II superconductors.

P en e tra tio n  D epth: Below He or Hei, the external magnetic field is ex

cluded from the bulk of the material by a persistent supercurrent in the 

surface region which induces a field that exactly cancels the applied field. 

The depth of this surface layer is called the penetration depth and is given 

by the London theory (section 2.2.2). The temperature dependence of the
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penetration depth was first calculated with the two-fluid model, which 

yields;

A(T) = A(0)[1 -  {T/T ,Y]-^ '\  (2.17)

where A(0) is the value at absolute zero. Figure 2.11 is a schematic dia

gram of the behaviour of A(T), where it can be seen that (and also the 

coherence length) become very large near Tc ■ A(T) can be directly mea

sured for H < He ox Hci by using Hz = Hz{0) exp(—x/AL).

The relation between the susceptibility x =  M /H  and Ais given by;

= 1 -  ^ tanh(d/2A ). 
Xo d

(2.18)

Temeprature

Figure 2.11: Dependence of penetration depth on the temperature.

Where Xo is the zero-temperature susceptibility and the hyperbolic tan

gent factor is a correction term close to unity for 2/d << 1 (d = thickness 

of the ab plane in the direction of c-axis for Y123). This equation shows 

how the susceptibility is reduced by the volume fraction of the sample 

penetrated by the field; the factor 2 arising from penetration on both
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sides of the sample.

BCS predicts a temperature dependent penetration depth similar to the 

Eq. 2.17, with small changes in the strong-coupled limit, and small 

changes in the dirty limit.

Hci - Both Hc\ and A are closely related theoretically and in the way that 

they can be measured. For an isotropic superconductor, the lower critical 

field ( H,,i ) is related to the penetration depth b}'·.

Hci ~  ç!>o/47rÂ .

where (po is the fiuxoid quantum (GL free energy expression).

(2.19)

Coherence Length and Hc2 · The coherence length is essentially the spa

tial range, or the decay distance, of the superconducting wavefunction. 

One may also think of it as the average diameter, or range, of a Cooper 

pair which for conventional superconductors, typically varies from (~ 5ÜÜ 

to 10'*.4). As we have discussed in Ginzburg-Landau theory an important 

parameter is «; = A/C, which relates the penetration depth to the coher

ence length. According to Abrikosov if /c > l / \ /2  , the superconductor is 

type II. For most elemental superconductors, the GL parameter k, << 1 

and therefore they are type I. The compound conventional superconduc

tors and certainly all high- Tc materials are type II superconductors with
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K ~  100 (extreme type II limit), and they are in the clean limit.

The measurement of coherence length (C) is difficult. It can be extracted 

from fluctuation contribution to the specific heat, susceptibility, or con

ductivity. However for the HTSC reliable values can be calculated by 

using the simple expression.

Hc2 ~  <?!'o/47rĈ ,

where (̂ o is file fluxoid quantum.

(2.20)

2.2 HTSC physical and electrical properties, 

and the YBCO superconducting material

2.2.1 Overview of HTSC

Since the discovery of superconductivity in 1911 the search for superconduc

tivity with a high transition temperature, namely above the liquid nitrogen 

temperature of 77K, has been one of the most challenging tasks. However, 

before 1986, the highest transition temperature achieved was only 23.2K for 

NbsGe (1973). In 1975 superconductivity was observed in BaPbi_xBiiO;5 with 

critical temperature above 13K. This compound is the predecessor of the cur

rent high-Tc superconductors.
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In 1986 Bednorz and Muller, made a remarkable discovery. According to 

their point of views Tc can be raised by increasing the electron-phonon inter

action by using Jahn-Teller effect. In 1986, they achieved superconductivity at 

around 30K in the Ba-La-Cu-0 system the first materials in a class of cuprates 

(Cu oxides). The material they used was La2Cu04 in which Ba, Sr or Ca were 

introduced to replace some of the La.

The superconducting phase was found to crystallize in the K2NİF4 struc

ture, which is a layered perovskite with a strongly anisotropic crystal structure. 

The Ba-doped materials is usually written as La2_iBaa;Cu04 and the super

conducting properties depend strongly on the doping x. A record high T,, of 

nearly 40K was achieved in the material Lai.85Bao.i5Cu04.

Several months after the discovery of the Ba-La-Cu-0 system, Y-Ba-Cu-0 

(YBCO) was discover with a Tg above 77K. Subsequent magnetic field effect 

measurements indicated a record-high upper critical field Hc2 ~  1430T at OK 

for these compounds. The identification of the phase responsible for the su

perconductivity led to the chemical formula YBa2Cu307_j and to the evidence 

for a layered structure. This crystal structure is an oxygen-defect perovskite 

and is very anisotropic. Cu-0 planes and linear Cu-0 chains along the b axis 

were found to exist.

With the exact stoichiometry and the general structure of the supercon

ducting phase determined, attempts were made to replace Y by the rare-earth 

elements to examine their role in high-temperature superconductivity. Thus a 

new class of superconductors, ABa2Cu307_5 with A = Y, La, Nd, Sin, Eu.Gd,
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Ho, Er or Lu, with Tc above 90K was discovered.

Since 1988, many more new compounds as well as new classes of com

pounds are discovered. Notable among these are the Bi-Sr-Cu-0 and the 

Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (BSCCO) compounds with transition temperatures up to 

115K, and the Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 (TBCCO) compounds, with transition tem

peratures up to 125K. The general formula for the thallium compounds is 

TlmBa2Ca„_iCu„02rH-7n+2where n denotes the numbers of Cu atoms and m is 

the number of T1 atoms. Tc increases with increasing number for C11O2 planes 

in the elementary unit cell which is the general rule for all cuprate compounds. 

With time, the discovery of other cuprates has resulted in a large number of 

superconducting compounds and a maximum Tc of about 140K.

There are many other widely known high-Tc superconductors. In the lead- 

substituted TBCCO or BSCCO compounds T1 or Bi are partially substituted 

by Pb, such that the chemical formula begins (TliPbi_i...). In mercury com

pounds T1 is substituted by Hg (Putalin et al. 1993). The resulting compound 

HgBa2Cu04+i has Tc = 94K, which is exceptionally high for a single-Cu02- 

layer compound. In oxycarbonates a carbonate group (CO3) is introduced in 

the conventional copper oxide configuration which results in the general chemi

cal formula (Y,Ca)„(Ba,Sr)2„Cu3„_i(C03)07„_3 (Raveau et al 1993) with typ

ical Tc values below 77K.
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BaP bo.75Bio.25 O3
Lai.85Bao.i5Cu04
YBa2Cu307

Tc = 12K 
Tc = 36A" 
Tc = 90A:

BPBO
LBCO
YBCO

T1.2Ba2Ca2Cu30io =  120/^ TBCO
HgBaCaCuO = 133AT HBCO

Table 2.1: Memorable steps in the history of Superconductor structures.

The family of high-Tc superconductors is very large. Despite high-Tc com

pounds having many different structures with a variety of chemical substitu

tions the general property is the presence of the copper oxide layers.

2.2.2 Basic Structure

Y123

High Tc denotiis superconductivity in material, chiefly oxides, with high transi

tion temperatures, accompanied by high critical currents and magnetic fields. 

Memorable stcips in the adaced include:

The crystal structures of these materials, except for BPBO, are oxygen- 

defect modifications of the perovskite structure, with about one-third of the 

oxygen positions vacant. The primitive cell is developed from that of a tetrag

onal perovskite tripled along the c axis. Per formula unit of Y B a 2CuzO~, the 

positive ion valences based on Y' '̂^, Cu'^^ are 3 x 1-1-2 x 2-1-2 x 3 = 13

and the negative (oxygen) valency is -2 times 7 = -14.
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Figure 2.12; Experimental set-up for laser ablation deposition.

The quasitetragonal or orthorhombic cell dimensions of YBCO are, in nrn, 

a =  0.388, b = 0.384, c = 1.163, with cell volume 0.173 nm^\ if there is one 

excess charge carrier in this volume the carrier concentration in no = 5.77 x 

lO^^cm"· .̂ The excess carriers typically are holes embedded in doped antifer

romagnetic insulators.

The Parallel sheets of CuO-i are a structural feature of all HTS. In YBCO 

crystal structure shown in Figure 2.12, the Cu02 planes are parallel to the 

plane of the ab axes in the orthorhombic primitive cell. Two of these planes, 

those through the interior of the cell, are the dominant conducting pathways. 

The oxygen content per cell can be changed reversibly from 7.0 to 6.0 atoms, 

simply by pumping oxygen in and out of the parallel chains of CuO that run



along the b-axis of the figure. At the composition yßa2Cu306 the crystal is an 

insulator, with antiferromagnetic order of the Cu spins. An increase in the oxy

gen content above Oe.5 makes the crystal metallic and non-magnetic; the crystal 

is superconducting above 06.64· A charge-neutral formula for Y B a 2Cuz07 can 

be written as YB a 2{Cu^'^)2{Cu^'^){OY~ or as YBa2{Cu^'^)3{0‘̂ ~)e{0~). [5]

2.2.3 Resistance

Conventional R esistivity  Behaviour: The electric resistivity of most 

metals is dominated by collision of the conduction electrons with lat

tice phonons at room temperature and by collisions with impurity atoms 

and mechanical imperfections in the lattice at liquid helium temperature. 

The net overall resistivity is given by:

p — pi + pj, ( 2.21)

where pi is the receptivity caused by the thermal phonons and pi is the 

resistivity caused by scattering of the electrons due to static defects that 

disturb the periodicity of the lattice.

The temperature dependency of the electrical resistivity is proportional 

to the rate at which an electron collides with thermal phonons and ther

mal electrons. Concentration of phonons is proportional to the collision 

rate. One simple limit is at temperatures over the Debye temperature 

9d- [6] here the phonon concentration is proportional to the temperature
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T, so that P a  T for T > do-

At low temperatures, however, we cannot analyze the electron scattering 

in terms of classical departures of atoms from their equilibrium position, 

rather, scattering from their quantized lattice vibration, which needs to 

be taken into account. Umklapp scattering [6] accounts for most of elec

trical resistance at low temperatures in which phonon contribution is due 

to the phonons of the type;

Ki + q Ay, (2.22)

where Ki and K / are initial and final wave vectors respectively and ’q’ is 

phonon wave vector. Hence with low temperature range, both small and 

conservative crystal momentum strongly reduce the possible channels for 

electron scattering ultimately reducing the resistance

p (xT'^ where T »  0.26̂ . (2.23)

The interaction of electrons with other deviations from perfect transla

tional symmetry also gives rise to electron scattering and finite resistance. 

So at low temperatures a resistivity of the form

p Si C -l· (2.24)

is expected. Where C is called the residual resistivity.

Griineisen-Bloch obtained an analytic result for the normal scattering as:

Pi oc
^5

¥
(2.25)
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at very low temperature. These normal processes contribute to the resis

tivity in all metals.

R esistiv ity  of High- % m aterials: The effect on the resistance by chang

ing the temperature for high temperature superconductors (HTSC) is 

different. The resistivity of single crystal Y123 perpendicular to c-axis is 

shown in Fig. 2.13 where and is measured separately.

Figure 2.13: (a) The a-, b-, c-direction resistivities. { For detail, see
T.A.Friedmann, Physis. Rev.B42, 6217(1990)}. The dashed curve is a 
schematic result for pc- (b) and (c) pab and pc for 2-Bi (n=l) superconduc
tor with Tc (7K. { For details, see S. Marten, Phys. Rev. B41,846(1990)}.

We observe the behaviour to be linear with temperature. But at low 

temperatures, resistivity is closer to the relation, p ^  C -[- DT^ while 

the resistivity for c-axis is somewhat controversial. It is interesting to 

note that most of the high- Tc crystals and oriented films yield similar 

B values IpQcmJK. This suggests common scattering mechanism in
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Cu-0 planes for ordinary metals, (we only expect linear Pab behaviour for 

T > >  0.2 but here understanding most is different). One explanation of 

the linear T behavior has been found by considering the resistivity to be 

two-dimensional(i.e., ab plane) and due to two carries that interacts with 

each other.

Early results of Hall coefficient measurements on HTSC material were 

presented in a review article by Tanaka. For Y-Ba-Cu-0, Ra  increases 

with decreasing temperature and with decreasing oxygen content. Early 

single crystal measurement show linear normal state resistance in ab- 

plane and semiconductor behaviour in the c direction and may be taken 

as indication of quite good crystal quality although the resistivity is larger 

than that for the current best crystals. The hall coefficient for magnetic 

field along the c-axis show that 1/R h is linear in T. For a field applied in 

the ab-plane the Hall coefficient is negative or electron like and is —2 x 10“̂ 

cm/C.

For Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 (a mixture of 2212 and 2223 phases) the Hall co

efficient is found to be positive and decreasing from 5 to 3(x 10“*̂rn^/c) 

between 120 to 280K. In the case of Tl-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 (2223 phase) positive 

R h decreasing from 5 to 3 (xl0"^m^/c) is measured by One group. [5]

These results, are fairly consistent in indicating that the carriers are holes 

in the ab plane of the Y-Ba-Cu-0 and the Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 materials at 

temperatures just above Tc. Extrapolation to below % is assumed. The
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Hall coefficient in a single crystal suggest electron transport in the c direc

tion for Y-Ba-Cu-0 and for newer materials class, Nd2-xCexCuOi-y·, the 

indication of electron pairing is also suggested by these measurements.

2.2.4 Magnetism

In su la to r Phase: The Cu ion magnetic moments are ordered anti- 

ferromagnetically in the insulator phases of all of the high- Tc materi

als at relatively high temperatures. Within a Cu-0 plane, the nearest- 

neighbour Cu moments are aligned in opposite direction.

To understand the effects clearly, we see some examples: Fig. 2.14 shows 

the ordering of the Cu magnetic moment of La (n=l), with Neel tempera

ture T N  ^  340/f. Where Neel Temperature is defined as the temperature 

at which Ferimagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials become param

agnetic. While for Y123 insulating (TN ss 500K) the anti-ferromagnetic 

ordering of the magnetic moments on the planer Cu atoms is essentially 

the same as in La (n=l); adjacent sins in the plane are anti-parallel.

Many of the other high- Tg materials also can be made insulating for 

example, by partially replacing the Co?'̂  between the Cu-0 phmes with 

or vice versa, depending whether one starts with 2-Tl(n) or Y123.

Superconducting Phase: Anti-ferromagnetic order is observed below T,. 

without drastically affecting the superconductivity in some rather special 

conventional superconductors. In high- Tc materials, the coexistence of
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Figure 2.14: A unit cell of La-^CuO^. The larger black arrows in the Cu 
atoms denote the spin directions below TN. The smaller arrows attached to 
the O atoms surrounding the central Cu atom indicate the tilts that cause the 
tetragonal material to become orthorhombic at low temperatures.

anti-ferromagnetism at temperatures well below Tc is not unusual. We 

may take Y123 as an example. Rare earth atoms can replace the Y atoms 

with essentially no eflfect on . In fact, Tg increases slightly, perhaps up 

to 95K, which is probably associated with ionic-size effects.

For conventional superconductors, magnetic impurities or external mag

netic fields tend to destroy superconductivity. This also tends to imply 

that a magnetic moment on the Cu atom site and superconductivity are 

mutually exclusive. On the other hand, it can be argued that the close 

proximity of anti-ferromagnetic and superconductive states may indicate 

a common origin, or at least a closely related origin. This thought has 

led to the idea, currently under study, that the electron-electron attrac

tion required to form Cooper pairs might arise not from phonons, but 

from some kind of anti-ferromagnetic magnons (i.e., magnon-mediated
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Some of superconductors are not anti-ferromagnetic in their insulating 

phases like BaBiOs, and superconductivity is not absorbed above 30K. In 

such superconductors many different aspect show that pairing mechanism 

is different.

pairing).

2.3 Applications

2.3.1 Introduction

Since the discovery of high-temperature superconductors, tremendous efforts 

and considerable research have been taken in the field to understand their prop

erties for the use of these materials in applications. In general, applications of 

superconductors can be divided into two types, large scale and small scale.

Large-scale applications, in which large currents and long lengths of su

perconducting cables are required in working environments where the magnetic 

field may be several tesla (1 T = 10̂  Oe). Examples include magnets and power 

transmission lines, transformers, and generators where current densities of at 

least 10  ̂ amps/cm are required. The second type of application is small-scale 

applications, where the required currents are much smaller, and more spe

cialised properties of superconductors tend to be exploited. Example include 

detection systems, and analog and digital process; millimeter wave mixers, 

amplifiers, picosecond sampling circuits, ultra-precise voltage standards, very
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sensitive magnetometers, dispersive delay lines and possible low power linear 

A/D converters.

The application point of view for high-temperature superconductors is ex

tremely exciting on the basis of the fact that there superconducting materials 

have a working range 77K (i.e. Tc 77K). Hence inexpensive and easy-to-use 

liquid nitrogen can be used as a coolant. Moreover, high- Tc materials are all 

type II superconductors with high Hc2 values. As high- T  materials are not 

ductile hence making it very difficult to form wires, a pre-requisite for many 

applications their impact is still ambiguous.

2.3.2 Large-scale applications

For many of the large-scale applications, superconductors are advantageous 

over normal metals only because of lower resistance and hence smaller power 

loss as eiKirgy consumption in the world and electrical energy in particular are 

staggering. Hence, elimination of even a small fraction of the resistive load can 

have signifícant impact. On the other hand manufacturing the strong magnetic 

fields above 2 tesla by using high- Tc superconductors could eliminate the iron 

cores in motors, generators, and transformers, which will result in reduced size, 

weight, and losses from the iron cores.

Eventualh', the electric utility industry may be one the largest user of super

conductor by utilization of superconductors in transmission cables, generators.
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and energy storage.

W ires and superconducting  M agnets As vve have discussed in the fist 

section, three important parameters, Tc , Hc2 , and Jc can characterize 

a superconductor. The former two characters for the high- Tc supercon

ductors are very large. The former two are very large; it is the latter 

quantity that is still problematic. Wires of silver sheathe 2-Bi (n=3) can 

now be made with properties that are superior to those of conventional 

superconductors at 4K to 20 K and at high magnetic field. It might be 

anticipated that laboratory high field magnetics with this wire will re

place those presently sold that use conventional superconductors. These 

wires can be used in energy storage devices, electric motor windings, 

electromagnetic, pumps, and magnets for magnetic separation, magnetic 

heat pumps, and others.

While on the other hand in all high frequency and high performance 

applications of supcu-conducting devices, there is a requirement to tran.s- 

fer signal from one point to another. A unique important advantage of 

superconductivity is the prospect of doing this via transmission lines of 

very high bandwidth, which have exceptionally low loss and dispersion. 

In addition, this seems feasible for physically small and closely packed 

configurations, which normally would result in unacceptable level of cross 

talk between the lines. Finally, because of these features one can even 

build long delay lines and deliberately coupled lines in order to perform
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some important signal processing functions.

L evitation: This is, perhaps, one instance in which large-scale applications 

of superconductivity seem close to becoming reality. Incidentally, non- 

superconducting magnets could be used in trains as well, as in German 

magiev train concept. However, the Japanese prototypes and most of the 

American feasibility studies employ superconducting technology.

There are two major lines of design currently pursued by Japanese man

ufacturers. Both schemes essentially use magnetic forces to lift a train 

off the railroad tracks. In Attractive levitation train scheme, as shown in 

Figure 2.15, a T shape rail lies in the middle of two conventional rails.

superconducting 
coil

direction 
of motion

levitation
coil

Figure 2.15: First way used to levitate the train.

The train jugs the T rail from beneath, where superconducting magnets 

are placed (the magnets are located on the train). These superconduct

ing magnets generate a magnetic field, which attracts the rail; since the 

rail is rigidly bolted to the ground, it is the train that moves toward the 

rail, thus lifting itself away from the ground. A delicate balance between 

downward gravitational and upward magnetic forces has to be achieved 

by carefully adjusting the magnetic field; other wise the train would slam 

into the rail. In the second scheme, the repulsive levitation train, there 

are nonsuperconducting coils on the each side of the railroad bed. Su

perconducting coils lie just above on the train. As the train moves, the
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magnetic field generated by the superconducting coils on the train passes 

over the coils on the ground. The magnetic field generated by the coils 

in the railbed has the polarity needed to oppose the magnetic field gen

erated on the train. Thus lifting the train from the tracks, as the pole of 

a magnet would repel the end of another magnet with the same polarity.

Figure 2.16: Second possible technique for magnetic laveitation for train. 

2.3.3 Small-scale applications

The first attempt is attributable to Dudley Buck for the invention of the cry

otron switching device for digital computing. This device demonstrated to 

work, was later modified and developed into a manufacturable form and thus 

becoming an incipient technology. Its inherent speed limitations were demol

ished by the discovery of superconductive tunneling, quasi-particle techniques, 

which launched a major attempt to evaluate devices, which exploited these 

phenomena and then create a technology. In this section we will try to inves

tigate some of the small-scale application to superconductors.
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SQUIDs:

Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) are among the first 

major applications of High- Tc Superconductivity (HTS). SQUIDs may be con

sidered as model circuits for superconducting electronics because they contain 

all the vital components (Josephson junctions, resistors, capacitors, inductors, 

striplines, crossovers, vias). They require the basic process technologies nec

essary for even highly complex cryoelectonic circuits. This, customising HTS 

SQUIDs, will be the essential first step in establishing any electronic applica

tions of HTS.

SQUID is a magnetic fiux sensor, which converts magnetic flux into voltage. 

There are two types of SQUIDs: dc-SQUID and rf-SQUID. A dc-SQUID con

sists of two Josephson junctions interrupting a superconducting ring, as shown 

in Figure 2.17a. The prefix ”dc” implies that the device is biased with a direct 

current. The total critical current of a dc-SQUID varies periodically with the 

magnetic flux passing through the ring, with a period of one flux ciuantum,

00 = 2.07 X 10 ^Gauss — cm^); (2.26)

h is Planck’s constant and e, the electronic charge. Figure 2.17b shows I-V 

characteristics of the SQUID for 0 = n0o and 0 = (n -f l/2)0o where n = 

0,1,2... Maximum change in the critical current of the SQUID is obtained by 

applying a flux of (n + 1/2)0q. If the dc-SQUID is biased with a constant 

current, which is greater than the critical current of the SQUID, the voltage
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drop across the SQUID also varies periodically with flux (Figure 2.17c).

t l X B  VT x li

C=a) Cb)

V

(c)

Figure 2.17: (a) Schematic diagram of a dc-SQUID, (b) I-V characteristic for 
(j) = n4>(j and (j) = (n + 1/2), (c) V — 4> characteristic for a constant bias current.

An rf-SQUID consists of a superconducting loop interrupted by Josephson 

junction (Figure 2.18a). The prefix ”rf’ implies that the device is biased with 

a radio frequency signal. The SQUID is inductively coupled to a tank circuit, 

which is driven, with a rf current. The reflected signal is amplified using a 

low noise amplifier and is detected by a diode detector. Figure 2.18b shows 

the variation of the peak amplitude of the voltage, Vj./ , across the tank cir

cuit versus th(i peak amplitude of the Irf ■ For an applied flux (¡> = ncj)Q, the 

characteristic consists of a set of steps and risers. Here n is an integer. As 

one increases (or decreases) the flux, each step splits into two, with a maxi

mum separation in voltage occurring for a flux of (n + l/2)(/>o- As the flux is 

further increased to {n + l)(l)o or decreased to (n -  l)(/>o, the K / - Irf curve 

is restored to the solid line in Figure 2.18b. Thus, at a constant value of /,./ , 

the period of oscillations being </»o Figure 2.18c. The amplitude of the triangu

lar voltage -flux (V-</>) oscillations gradually decreases, becomes zero and then 

again starts increasing to attain the maximum value. The triangular pattern.
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now have its maxima at points where the old characteristic had its minima. 

This phenomenon, known as the ’’phase reversal” is due to the change of rf-  

bias current from one step to the next higher step in the K / - Irf characteristic.

Irf sinxvt

>

"4,

o

1
Cn+1^2)c|)^

fb) Cc)

Figure 2.18: (a) Schematic representation of an rf-SQUID, (b) peak amplitude 
of K / versus Iri for = n<̂ o and (/» = (n + l/2)</»o (c) peak amplitude of K ; 
vs. flux for flxed Irf ■

Magnetic held sensitivity of a SQUID can be increase by using a supercon

ducting flux transformer. It is a closed superconducting loop consisting of a 

large area picks-up coil connected in series with a small area input coil, which 

is inductively coupled to the SQUID as shown in Figure 2.19a. For an efficient 

flux transformer, inductance (Lp) of the pick up coil should be nearly equal 

to the inductance (Li) of the input coil. Thus the input coil should be mul

titurn. By a proper design of the flux transformer, field sensitivity of about 

IQ-'^^T/VHz is achieved for Nb based low- Tc dc-SQUID.

An important extension of flux transformer is a gradiometer used to mea

sure field gradient as shown in Figure 2.19b. This arrangement enables to
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Figure 2.19: (a) Superconducting flux transformer for measuring a field Bz; (b) 
superconducting first order gradiometer for measuring a field g ra d ie n t^  ; Li 
is inductance of the input coil of the transformer and Mi is mutual inductance 
between the input coil and the SQUID loop.

measure minutes localized magnetic signals, as low as 10” ^̂  T even when a 

uniform magnetic field of 10“®T is present. For a uniform magnetic held, Bz, 

equal and opposite fluxes in the gradiometer produce no signal to the SQUID, 

whereas gradient ^  links a net flux to the transformer, producing a signal in 

the SQUID. Since gradients from a magnetic dipole fall off as 1/r'^, the gra

diometer discriminates magnetic interference arising from distant sources in 

favor of locally generated signals.

Other Superconductor applications

Here are listed some other applications;

- Superconducting edge transition Bolometers.

- Antenna coupled superconducting bolometers.

- Josephson junction bolometers.

- Kinetic inductance bolometer.

- Magnetic-susceptibility bolometer.
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- Intrinsic superconducting thermal detector.

- Microwave Application (Passive Device ):

- Superconducting High-Q Resonators (strip-line & Ring resonators).

- Superconducting Resonator-Stabilized Oscillators.

- Superconducting Bandpass Filters (High-Q & Small Size). Resonators -based 

Filters

- Superconducting Delay Lines (Tapped Delay Lines & Chirp Filters).

- Superconducting Antenna Feed Networks.

- Superconducting Spiral Antenna.

- Superconducting Multichip Modules.

- Active HTSC Microwave Devices (Superconducting Flux-Flow Transistors 

(SFFT))

- Hybrid Superconductor/Semiconductor devices & systems.

- Superconducting Circuits (GHz A/D Units. Memory Cells, Flip-Flops & logic 

circuits, Neural Networks, lOGHz Oscilloscope, Picovoltmeter, ...)

- Supercoiidiicting Maglev Trains (Magnetic Levitation: Electromagnetic 

systems(- EMS) & Electrodynamics systems (EDS)).

- Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES for momentary outage. 

Stabilization & energy storage).

- Super ship (Magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) Ship Propulsion).

- Superconducting Bearings (Flywheel Energy Storage, ...)

- Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) & Synchrotron Magnets.

- Superconducting Refrigeration & Supercooling (Magnetic Refrigeration).

- Superconducting Electrical Motors & Super cooling (Magnetic Refrigeration).

- Superconducting Fault Current Limbers.
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- Superconducting Transmission Lines.

The superconducting radiation detector which are the focus of this work is 

discussed thoroughly in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

DETECTORS AND 

DETECTORS PARAMETERS

3.1 Infrared Radiation

Electromagnetic radiations having a wavelength in the range from c.75 x lO“*’ 

cm to c. 100,000 x 10“'’ cm (0.000075-0.1 cm). Infrared rays thus occupy that 

part of the electromagnetic spectrum with a frequency less than that of visible 

light and greater than that of most radio waves, although there is some overlap.

The name infrared means “below the red,” i.e., beyond the red, or lower- 

frequency (longer wavelength), end of the visible spectrum. Infrared radiation 

is thermal, or heat, radiation. It was first discovered in 1800 by Sir William 

Herschel, who was attempting to determine the part of the visible spectrum
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Figure 3.1: Infrared radiation spectrum.

with the minimum associated heat in connection with astronomical observa

tions he was making. In 1847, A. H. L. Fizeau and J. B. L. Foucault showed 

that infrared radiation has the same properties as visible light, being reflected, 

refracted, and capable of forming an interference pattern. Infrared radiation is 

typically produced by objects whose temperature is above.

There are many applications of infrared radiation. In the field of infrared 

astronomy, new and fascinating discoveries are being made about the Universe. 

Medical infrared imaging is a very useful diagnostic tool. Infrared cameras are 

used for police and security work as well as in fire fighting and in the military. 

Infrared imaging is used to detect heat loss in buildings and in testing electronic 

systems. Infrared satellites have been used to monitor the Earth’s weather, to 

study vegetation patterns, and to study geology and ocean temperatures. In 

industry, infrared spectroscopy forms an increasingly important part of metal
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and alloy research, and infrared photography is used to regulate the quality of 

products.

During the past few decades, infrared astronomy has become a major field 

of science due to the rapid advances in infrared detector technology. Infrared 

light, having longer wavelengths and lower energy than visible light does not 

have enough energy to interact with the photographic plates, which are used in 

visible light astronomy. Instead we have to rely on electronic devices to detect 

radiation. Early infrared detection was done by thermocouples and thermopiles 

(a group of thermocouples combined in one cell).

In the 1950’s astronomers started to use Lead-sulphide (PbS) detectors to 

study infrared radiation in the 1 to 4 micron range. A major breakthrough 

came in 1961, with the development of the germanium bolometer. This instru

ment was hundreds of times more sensitive than previous detectors and was 

capable of detecting all infrared wavelengths. To study a particular wavelength 

of infrared emission filters can be used, which filter out all but the desired wave

lengths.

Infrared detector technology continues to advance at a rapid rate. Now we 

use InSb and HgCdTe detectors for the 1 to 5 micron ranges. The develop

ment of infrared array detectors in the 1980’s caused another giant leap in the 

sensitivity of infrared observations. Basically a detector array is a combination 

of several single detectors. These arrays allow to produce images containing
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tens of thousands of pixels at the same time. Infrared arrays have been used 

on several infrared satellite missions.

3.2 D etector Parameters

3.2.1 Responsivity

The basic function of the detector is to convert radiant input to an output signal 

of some convenient type. The responsivity 3? is the ratio between the output 

signal and the radiant input. Low responsivity is not itself an insurmountable 

problem; it is always possible to increase signal levels by adding amplifiers to 

the signal processing. A limitation that cannot be overcome with additional 

gain is the presence of noise.

3.2.2 Noise

When the electrical output signal is randomly fluctuating, may it be voltage, 

current or power, it is called ’Noise’. The noise level of the detector determines 

the limit to tlu; sensitivit} ,̂ and it must be considered in order to determine the 

detectable incident power. In general we can subdivide the noise associated 

with a detector system as.

Photon Noise

a) Noise due to the radiation signal.
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b) Noise due to background radiation.

Intrinsic Noise:

a) Johnson Noise.

b) Shot Noise.

c) Generation-Recombination Noise.

d) 1/f Noise.

e) Temperature Fluctuations (phonon) noise.

f) Microphonies.

Post-detector Electronic Noise:

a) Johnson Noise.

b) Shot Noise.

c) Generation -R,ecomI)ination ’Noise.

d) 1/f Noise.

e) Temperature Fluctuations (phonon) noise.

f) Popcorn Noise.

g) Microphonics.
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Three major noises are present in photoconductive applications namely, 1/f 

noise, Johnson noise, and generation-recombination noise. The 1/f dependence 

holds for noise power, the noise voltage varying as one over the square root of 

frequency. The empirical formula for mean square noise current is;

*1// ~ /0  ' (3̂ 1)

where Bi is proportionality constant, /¡, is DC current through detector A / 

is electrical bandwidth, f is the frequency and ¡3 is constant which is usually 

taken as 1.

Johnson noise is caused by the thermal agitation of electrons in a resistor. 

It is also called Nyquist or thermal noise. The Johnson noise is calculated as.

V =
4 K bT A !  

R,i '
(3.2)

where K b is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature Rj, is detector resis

tance and A / is electrical bandwidth.

Fluctuations in generation rates, recombination rates and/or trapping rates 

are responsible for wavering in free carrier current concentration hence giving- 

rise to the generation-recombination noise. The expression for the combination 

of G-R noise due to both photon and thermal excitation is given by

'̂ GR ~ 4(j{r}EpAdG^ -f ÿt/ıG )̂ A /, (3.3)
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where q is the electron charge, 77 is quantum efficiency, is photon irradiance 

and Ad is detector area, G is a photoconductive gain, and Gth is the thermal 

generation rate.

Noise in YBCO superconductors bolom eters: Noise characteristics, which 

depend on the operating temperatures, bias current, and modulation fre

quency, determine the ultimate sensitivity of a superconducting bolome

ter. In bolometers we can subdivide the noise in two three types which 

are based on the experimental results. [7]

(a) Type (i) noise: Upon investigating the effect of bias current on the 

noise above Tc_onset region (the normal region), the noise was revealed to 

be consistent with Johnson noise. Low frequency range also makes the 

noise dependent on the bias current hence accounting the fluctuations in 

the material. For bias current of (about 200 /1), the noise voltages are 

linearly proportional to bias current which suggests that the resistance 

fluctuation is not dependent on bias current. Since we are aware of the 

transition temperature, the Cooper pairs having a finite life time, and 

the conductivity being the sum of the conductivity of normal electrons 

and of Cooper pairs, the conductivity fluctuation in this region can be 

interpreted to be due to fluctuation in the density of the carriers.

(b) Type (ii) noise: A second noise phenomena is revealed upon observ

ing the bias current - temperature relationship at about Tc_zero- When
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bias current is increased the noise region in the temperature widens, and 

this region shifts to lower temperatures at higher currents. The reason 

may arise from the presence of weak links and associated supercondcutor- 

normal-supercondcutor (SNS) junctions. Whereas noise region broaden

ing in this temperature region with increasing current can be due to the 

effect of the bias current on the weak links of the film. This should also 

occur with increasing magnetic field.

(c) Type (iii) noise: For less granular sample yet another noise char

acteristics are observed at temperature right below Tc_2ero· This kind of 

noise peaks right below the onset temperature of the excess noise. This 

noise peak below Tc_zero increases with increasing bias current, but ap

proaches zero for zero bias current, and hence differ from the type (ii) 

noise.

In the temperature region below Tc_zer<>·, at low bias currents, a continu

ous superconducting path is expected to exist between the probes of the 

sample. This fact, and the strong dependence of the noise on the bias 

current, suggests vortex motion as the source for noise in this region. It 

can be due to thermally activated two-level or diffusive vortex motion 

that may also be enhanced by a strong Lorentz force due to applied cur

rent.

(d) Type (iv) noise: Another noise is a noise in the temperature re

gion between and Tc.onseu where the slope and responsivity is high.

This noise also depends on the substrate chosen like it is observed that
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films on MgO show higher noise than films on SrTiOz, which is less 

granular than the former. It has been observed below some frequency 

(400Hz) the noise voltage increases by increasing the frequency, and also 

it is dependent on the bias current. A possible cause of noise in all the 

samples in the transition region is conductance fluctuations due to varia

tions in the volume fraction of the superconducting phase in the current 

path through the material.

3.2.3 Signal to Noise Ratio

A simple way to describe the ’’cleanliness” of a given signal level, we use the 

term signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). It can be easily imagined that S/N is nothing 

but the signal voltage divided by the rms noise voltage. Though helpful, S/N 

can not characterize the detector itself. We can get a better S/N for the same 

detector just by applying a higher incidence level. It just reveals the conditions 

under which the sample is working.

3.2.4 Noise Equivalent Power

The noise equivalent power (NEP) of a detector is the required power incident 

on the detector to produce a signal output equal to the rms noise output.

NEP = noise/responsivity. (3.4)
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Stated another way, The NEP is the signal level that produces a signal-to-noise 

ratio of 1. The current signal out put is;

So the signal-to-noise ratio is;

5̂ —

S î(j)e
N Ir

(3.5)

(3.6)

The NEP is the incident radiant power, (j)̂ , for a signal-to-noise ratio of 1, 

NEP is where irms is the root-rnean-square noise current in amperes and iRj is 

the current responsivity in amperes per watt. Either the spectral responsivity 

(or the blackbody responsivity 3i/(A,/)) may be inserted in to above 

equation to define two different noise equivalent powers. Even though noise 

equivalent power is a useful parameter for comparing similar detectors under 

identical conditions, it cannot be used as a summarized performance measure 

for dissimilar detectors.

3.2.5 Specific Detectivity

The NEP (noise equivalent power) formula helps us in calculating the minimum 

detection power of a system. However, because of these undesirable features: 

(1) a good detector will have a small NEP, and (2) detectors of different sizes 

will have different NEPs. We cannot say in general what a good NEP should 

be unless we specify the size of the detector. The specific detectivity (D*) 

eliminates the above mentioned drawbacks. A large D* is good, and for a 

given environment all good detectors should have about the same D*. D* is
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the responsivity times the square root of the area, divided by the noise spectral 

density;

D* = responsivity x v'area
noise/ \/Ä f N / \ /K f

Signal X V M  S y /A f
noise X incidance x -/area NEy/Äj. 

In units OÍ cm.(Hz)If2/^V.

(3.7)

In case of superconductor the detectivity can be defined in terms of respon- 

sitivity and noise, as;

D* = s / W I F .
Vr. (3.8)

where A is the radiation absorbing area of the detector, r„ is the reponsitivity, 

is the voltage noise, and A / is the frequency range used to obtain the noise 

measurement. Keeping in mind that the value of r„ is proportional to slope of 

resistance versus temperature curve dR/dT  and the bias current, the detectiv

ity of superconducting transition bolometers is found to be a function of the 

bias temperature through the slope mentioned above. It also depends on fre

quency. Higher detectivity can be obtained by changing with the parameters 

like thickness of the film, substrate, etc.
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3.2.6 Dynamic Range

When electrical signals are plotted versus radiometric input, curve levels off af

ter increasing linearly hence displaying that the detector outputs will increase 

linearly with input signal over some range of incidences, and fail to be linear 

at some large incidence. Linearity describes the exactness with which this is 

true. A major source of deviation from linearity is saturation of the detector or 

electronic circuit. The Dynamic range is the ratio of the highest useful signal to 

the lowest measurable signal. One of the possible Highest useful signal might 

be defined as the point at which a given linearity specification is exceeded, and 

lowest measurable signal might be the signal at which S/N = 1.

3.2.7 Spatial Considerations

U niform ity of Response: It is also a matter of importance for the detector 

to b(i uniformly responsive over its surface while considering its applica

tions. Since no detector can be perfectly uniform, it is actually a matter 

of how non-uniform it is and how much of non-uniformity can the cus

tomer afford. A response profile is one way to report uniformity.

M odulation Transfer Function (M TF): Considering a target made up of 

alternation hot and cold lines, with the hot lines repeating at some fre

quency 'k’ every millimeter. We call ’k’ the ’spatial frequency’ of the 

target. MTF is a measure of how much the detector signal will vary as 

we scan a target with that spatial frequency. MTF is sometimes called
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the spatial equivalent of the frequency response of a detector, or the spa

tial frequency response. It is a measure of how well the detector can 

sense small details. MTF depends on detector size and the uniformity 

of response across the detector. A small detector with uniform response 

will have better MTF and be able to see smaller features than will a large 

one, or one with a response that tapers off near the detector edges.

3.2.8 Cross Talk

If one has an array of detectors and if we image a spot on one detector, there 

should be no signal form the other detector. In practice, some signal will be 

present on the others, although it should be very small. This excess signal is 

said to be due to crosstalk. Cross talk is generally measured as a percentage 

of the input or driving signal. A requirement that cross talk be less that 5 % 

would be fairly easy to meet, whereas a requirement as small as 0.05 % is very 

hard for now. Crosstalk can be due to optical effects and electrical effects as 

illustrated in Figure .3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Cross talk.

3.3 Detectors type

3.3.1 Photon Detector

Quantum or photon detectors generally respond to incident radiation on an 

electronic lev(d. It is not necessary to heat the entire atomic structure, so 

these detectors are normaly much faster than thermal detectors.

It can he shown that for semiconducting materials the electrons can have 

low energies or higher energies but cannot have energies in between. Thus 

there is a gap in the allowed energies. At low temperatures, with no incident 

radiation, all of the electrons are in the lower bands. It can be shown that 

when all the carriers are in the valance bands, no conduction occurs. Thus at 

low temperatures the electrical resistance of semiconductors is very high. At
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higher temperatures, motion of the atoms can give some electrons enough en

ergy to ’’jump” up into the conduction bands, where they conduct electricity. 

The result is a characteristic decrease in electrical resistance as the tempera

ture increases.

The energy gaps described above are characteristic of all semiconductors. 

Semiconductor detectors that rely on that gap for their operation are called 

intrinsic detectors. Additional energy levels can be created by deliberately 

adding impurities; this is referred to as doping the material, and the resulting- 

detectors are called extrinsic detectors.

C arrie r G eneration: Carriers can be given enough energy to cross the gap 

into the conducting bands if they collide with an.incoming ’’packet” of 

electromagnetic radiation- a photon. This generation of carriers in the 

conduction l)and is the detection mechanism for both the photoconduct

ing (PC) and photovoltaic (PV) infrared detector. Although the respon- 

sivity expression is different for PC and PV detectors, the rate at which 

carriers are generated is the same for both.

Diode and Photovoltaic Detectors: Photovoltaic (PV) detectors are 

diodes made from materials with a band gap less than the energy of the 

incident photons to be detected. Any material that can work as a photo- 

conductive detector can, in theory, be made into a photovoltaic detector. 

For practical reasons Si, InSb, and HgCdTe are the common photovoltaic 

detector materials. As infrared radiation passes near the junction, it is
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absorbed and gives an electron enough energy to reach the conduction 

band. This generates and electron in the conduction band and leaves 

behind a hole that can also contribute to the conduction. This process is 

sometimes referred to as kicking the electron into the conduction band, 

or as creating an electron hole pair. The presence of an electron-hole pair 

changes the current-voltage relationship of the diode. That change can 

be monitored to provide infrared detection.

Advantages of PV detectors over PC detectors include a better theoreti

cal limit to the signal-to-noise ratio, simpler biasing, and moni accurately 

predictable responsivity. (how about the speed) Photovoltaic detectors 

are generally more fragile than photoconductors. They are susceptible to 

electrostatic discharge and to physical damage during handling.

Photoconductive D etectors: Photoconductive detectors include the doped 

germaiiium and silicon detectors (Ge: Xx, Si: Xx) and the lead salts (PbS 

and PbSe). (The ternary compounds HgCdTe and PbSnTe can be used 

for PC detectors is greater than for the photocoltaics by a factor known 

as photoconductive gain).

3.3.2 Thermal Detector

Principles: The performance of a thermal detector is calculated in two 

stages. First by consideration of the thermal characteristics of the system 

the temi)erarure rise produced by the incident radiations is determined.
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Secondly this temperature rise is used to determine the change in the 

property which is being used to indicate the signal.

Figure 3.3: Thermal detector.

The simplest representation of the thermal circuit of an infrared detector 

is shown in Fig. 3.3. The detector is represented by a thermal mass H 

coupled via a conductance G to a heat sink at a constant temperature 

T. In the absence of radiation input the average temperature of the de

tector will also be T, although it will exhibit a fluctuation about this 

value. This fluctuation gives rise to a source of detector noise, which sets 

the ultimate limit to the minimum signal detected by a perfect thermal 

detector. When the detector receives radiation input, the rise in temper

ature is found by solving the equation:

(3.9)

where /  is radiation power incident upon the detector, 'q of which the 

fraction is actually absorbed, and the fraction (1 -  r/) being either re

flected from the front surface or transmitted through the detector. The
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temperature of the detector at the time t is

To = T  + e. (3.10)

Current may be time independent but more generally will consist of a 

time independent component / q plus at least one component modulated 

at an angular frequency u. Hence we can write,

I  — lo -\r lujCiu )t (3.11)

where Iq. Solving the above equation for the amplitude of the excess 

temperature component corresponding to 1,̂  and for its phase 9^ differ

ence (j) from

and
_  1 / H  V

4> = tan (— ).

(3.12)

(.3.13)

Equation 3.12 illustrate several features of thermal detector. Clearly it 

is advantageous to make 9  ̂ as large as possible. To do this 1.̂  should be 

as small as possible and u> sufficiently low that uH  < G. In other words 

both the thermal capacity of the detector an its thermal coupling to its 

surroundings should be as small as possible.

Eciuation 3.12 shows that as uj is increased, the term will eventually 

exccH'd G and then 9._j will fall inversely as a; . A characteristic thermal
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response time for the detector can therefore be defined as ;

H
Tt = (3.14)

For typical detector design tt falls with in the range of milliseconds to 

seconds. Equation 3.13 also shows that G should be made as small as 

possible. However if we have already made H as small as we can, equation 

3.14 shows that reducing G will increase tt, which may be undesirable. 

Thus it may be necessary to adopt a compromise in the choice of G.

If the thermal detector has a receiving area ”a” of emissivity then when 

it is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings it will radiate a total 

flux where is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant © = dT. If now the tem

perature of the detector is increased by a small amount, the flux radiated 

is increased bv

AarjuT'^dT = AarjaT'^O. (3.15)

Hence the radiative component of the thermal conductance is GR,

GR = Am)aT'\ (3.16)
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When the detector is in thermal equilibrium with the heat sink the rms 

fluctuation in the power flowing through the thermal conductance into 

the detector is;

AuT = (4ΠΓ2G')'/^, (3.17)

which will be smallest when G assumes its minimum value, i.e. GR. Then 

it will be a minimum and its value gives the minimum detectable power 

for an ideal thermal detector. The minimum detectable signal power Pn 

is defined as the signal power incident upon the detector required to equal 

the thermal noise power. Hence if the temperature fluctuation associated 

with GR is the only noise source,

t]Pm =  A ujT^lQ aqakT^yP . (3.18)

The definition of Wr and of assumes the amplified noise bandwidth 

A f  is reduced to 1 Hz. For wider bandwidth A f  the rms. noise increases 

as (A/)~. E(iuation 3.18 represents the best performance attainable from 

a tluu'mal detector.

T he Therm opile: The thermopile is one of the oldest infrared detectors, 

being first described by Mellon! but it is still widely used and in its latest 

form (the thin film thermopile) is used in space instrumentation.

The basic element in a thermopile is a junction between two dissimilar 

conductors having a large Seebeck coefficient, © . To perform efficiently 

a large electrical conductivity a is required to minimize Joulean heat loss



and a small thermal conductivity K to minimize heat conduction loss be

tween the hot and cold junctions of the thermopile. These requirements 

are incompatible and we find that in common with other thermoelectric 

devices the best choice of thermoelectric material is that for which is 

a maximum and that this occurs for certain heavily doped semiconduc

tors, for example Bi2Te:i and related compounds. To make an efficient 

thermal infrared detector the device must also be an efficient absorber 

of the incident radiation and must have a small thermal mass to give as 

short a response time as possible.

The recent development of thin film techniques has enabled cheap ther

mopile to be designed, which can be fabricated as complex arrays with 

good reliability.

T he Golay Cell and R elated detectors: The Golay cell is widely used in 

laboratory instruments. It is still one of the most sensitive room tem

perature detectors. But its bulkiness, comparative fragility, sensitivity 

to vibration and rather slow response time limit it to laboratory api)li- 

cations. In a Golay cell as shown in Fig. 3.4, radiation absorbed by a 

receiver inside a closed capsule of gas (usually xenon for its low thermal 

conductivity) heats the gas causing its pressure to rise which distorts a 

flexil)le membrane on which a mirror is mounted. The movement of the 

mirror is used to deflect a beam of light shining on a photocell and so pro

ducing a change in the photocell current as the output. In modern Golay 

cell the beam of light is provided by a light emitting diode and a solid 

state photodiode is used to detect it. The reliability and stability of this
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arrangement is significantly better than that of the earlier Golay cells, 

which used a tungsten filament lamp and vacuum photocell. Apart from 

the greater reliability of the modern components, the lower heat dissipa

tion with the device probably increases the reliability of the gas cell itself.

LED

Figure 3.4: Golay cell.

Another method of obtaining an electrical output from the gas cell is to 

place a fixed conductor near the distorting membrane forming a variable 

condenser, which can be measured with a suitable circuit. The Golay 

cell is still the basic detector used in a large amount of laboratory in

strumentation and the gas analysis technique employing the Luft cell is 

widely used. The Golay cell, being used from the visible to wavelengths 

of several mm has l)een used over a broader band of the spectrum than 

any other detector, except possibly the pyroelectric.

Pyroelectric  D etector: A pyroelectric material is one of low enough crys

talline symmetry to be able to posses an internal electric dipole moment. 

Although the external field produced by this dipole will normally be 

neutralized by an extrinsic charge distribution near the surface of the
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material. In good pyroelectric material this extrinsic charge distribu

tion is relatively stable so that even quite slow changes in the sample’s 

temperature, which produces changes in the internal dipole moment, pro

duce a measurable change in surface charge. Hence if a small capacitor 

is fabricated by applying a pair of electrodes to the sample the change in 

temperature and hence the incident thermal radiation can be detected by 

measuring the charge on the condenser. The magnitude of the pyroelec

tric effect is such that the sensitivity of the best detectors is comparable 

with that of the Golary cell or of a high sensitivity thermopile. But an 

element embodying this performance is considerably more robust than 

the other thermal detectors of comparable sensitivity.

Figure 3.5 is the equivalent electrical circuit of a pyroelectric detector. If 

A is the area normal to the polar axis of the material and this produces 

a modulated temperature rise.

Vs
^ — o

Cd , rd
ra

Cd

detector amplifier

Figure 3.5: Schematic circuit of pyroelectric detector.

The corresponding voltage developed across the amplifier input is;
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V  =  u)pA0^r(l +  iJ'T^) (3 .1 9 )

where p is the pyroelectric coefficient and tt = rC is the electrical time 

constant of the output circuit of the detector. Substituting for 9^ gives 

the voltage responsivity;

R  =  T]{u)pAr/G){l + (3.20)

where the thermal time constant tt is given by tt = H/G. For most ap

plications the high frequency approximation is valid, i.e., R = pA/HC,  

which shows for high responsivity a pyroelectric material with a large 

value of {p/(.C) is required. This quantity is one of the figure merit for 

selecting pyroelectric material. When noise consideration are included it 

may be necessary to modify it.

T he Bolometer: The bolometer is a resistive element constructed from a 

material with a large temperature coefficient so that the absorbed radi

ation produces a large change in resistance.

To operate a bolometer (Fig. 3.6) an accurately controlled bias current 

I from a suitable source and regulating impedance is passed through the
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Figure 3.6: Schematic circuit of bolometer.

element. If the incident radiation input produces a small change r in the 

resistance dr of the bolometer then and output voltage is generated as;

K = idr. (3.21)

If the input radiation produces an increase in 9 the temperature of the 

element and the temperature coefficient of resistance; ( j ) ( ^ )  is a then

(3.22)

corresponding to a voltage responsivity

R  = T]iar{G'  ̂+ (3.23)
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The above equation shows the desirability of having large values for a, r, 

and /  as well as small values for G and H. This equation implies that the 

input impedance of the amplifier is large compared with r. This sets a 

limit on r so that the resistance cannot be increased independently. Also 

with very high resistance elements the input capacity of the connecting 

leads and the amplifier can produce a time constant longer than the ther

mal time constant. The bias current I  cannot be increased independently^ 

When it Ijecomes large, Joule heating will raise the temperature of the 

element and if a is negative destructive thermal run away may occur, 

but apart from this an increase in noise with increasing /  will set an 

optimum value. (The problem of maximizing a then comes to choosing 

suitable material.) The same basic materials that are used for resistance 

thermometers are the obvious choices and in fact when constructed in a 

suitable coiihguration they have all been used.

In addition to radiation noise and temperature noise associated with the 

thermal impedance of the element, Johnson noise associated with the re

sistance r is one of the most important noise sources. With some types 

of bolometer low frequency current noise is important and is the princi

pal factor limiting I. With room temperature bolometers amplifier noise 

should not be important but with cryogenic devices it is usually the dom

inant noise source, especially when operating with cooled filters to limit 

the radiation noise to the sub-mm band.
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With the need for high performance far infrared detectors, attention was 

given to the development of much higher performance bolometers making 

use of the act that at very low temperatures it is possible to obtain much 

larger relative changes in resistance than near room temperature. The 

specific heat is much smaller and that if the detector and its surrounding 

aircooled to a very low temperature the ultimate sensitivity can be or

ders higher than that for a room temperature device. Putely has derived 

expression for the ultimate sensitivity of helium cooled detectors taking 

into account the effects of room temperature radiation and has sown that 

the best NEPs, which can be achieved in the sub mm regions are within 

the range 10“ ^̂  — 10“^^W, depending upon the spectral filtering and field 

of view.

Figure 3.4 gives more detailed information on the cryogenic bolometers. 

In comparing different results it must be remembered that it is not very 

meaningful to use D* or other figures of merit. This is because two of 

principal noise sources are independent of the deterctors’ area. Thus the 

main thermal conductance contributing to the temperature noise term is 

usually that of the electrical lead and in many cases the amplifier noise 

is still the largest noise source.
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Figure 3.7: Performance of cooled bolometer NEP of carbon, germanium, sil
icon and thallium selenide semiconducting bolometers and tin, aluminum and 
titanium superconducting bolometers..

3.4 HTSC Bolometers and the Thermal model

Introduction

In order to understand the relation between magnitude (and phase) response 

and thermal parameters of the cryogenic systems, which are usually frequency 

dependent, we need some kind of thermal model. Which can predict the effect 

of different parameters related to the bolometers. The frequency response and 

effects of the thermal boundary resistance at the interfaces of the substrate 

on the versus modulation frequency of the edge-transition bolometers, has al

ready been studied and proposed in different works. There have been already 

some efforts to predict the thermal response behaviour using different thermal
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models. In this study we will try to understand the thermal model and its 

closed form solution for the bolometers of the mentioned High- Tc supercon

ducting edge-transition bolometers from dc to midrange modulation frequency.

As the total thermal conductance Rt is found out to be close to the value 

of the thermal boundary resistance at the substrate-holder of the samples, Rsc, 

which is found to be the case at very low modulation frequencies. In such a 

configuration the response of the samples are expected to follow a simple R-C 

model where R is mainly determined by the thermal boundary resistance at 

the substrate-holder interface and C is mainly due to the heat capacity of the 

substrate materials, Cs, which is much higher than that of the film. It has been 

found that this would be the case up to frequencies where the thermal diffusion 

length, L, into the substrate materials is more than the substrate thickness, 

Lg, and the effect of the substrate-cold finger interface can be seen by the heat 

wave propagating into the substrate. The increase of the modulation frequency 

beyond the values where the thermal diffusion length is less than the substrate 

thickness can cause a change in the slope of the response magnitude versus 

modulation frequency compared to that of the basic R-C model. This found to 

happen at a frequency, /¿, called the knee frequency which is dependent on the 

substrate material and its thickness. Considering the thermal diffusion length 

as the characteristics penetration depth of the temperature variation into the 

substrate, the Knee frequency can the determined from.

f ^  A  
nLV

(3.24)

where Lg is the substrate thickness, D = Kg/ Cg is the thermal diffusivity of 

the substrate materials, and Kg and Cg are the thermal conductivity and the
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specific heat (per unit volume) of the substrate materials respectively. It has 

been found that for the frequencies less than /¿, the response is found to scale 

as following the response for a simple R-C model. For frequencies higher 

than f i  the response is found to scale as due to the variation of the ef

fective penetration depth of the temperature variation into the substrate. The 

response follows the /_i/2 dependence up to frequencies where the thermal 

resistance of the superconducting film-substrate boundary, Rjs, is negligible 

compared to that of the substrate materials, Rg. The frequency dependent to

tal thermal conductance of the substrate, Rg, is determined from the thermal 

diffusion length as;

Rs = (3^25)A!3s/C,K,irS'

where A is the effective area of the conductive path, f is the modulation fre

quency in Hz, and /3 is a correction factor for the above approximation of the 

effective length of the ac heat flow. The effects of the substrate thermal bound

ary resistance and its temperature dependency is also proposed to be partly 

responsil)le for the response versus temperature which was interpreted as the 

non-equilibrium response of such devices. [8]

The Thermal Modeling

As shown in the experimental configuration of the thin film samples on crys

talline substrates with contact to the holder and the temperature sensor in the 

figure below.
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Figure 3.8: Configuration of superconducting sample, heater, sample holder 
and the cryogenic cold head.

In most of the cases the area of the superconducting pattern with respect 

to the substrate thickness is large, so we could consider the superconducting 

pattern as a lumped film on top of the substrate material and substrate as 

a continues uniform media. By the use of electrical analogue discussed in 

previous chapter, the thermal equivalent circuit of the samples in contact with 

the holder can be shown as in the Fig. 3.9.

Where q is the absorbed radiation intensity at the surface of the sample. 

In this eciuivalent diagram, two thermal boundary resistance is considered at 

the substrate interfaces while only the heat capacity of the superconducting- 

film is calculated and found to be negligible compared to that of the substrate 

and the interfaces. For samples with thicker superconducting film as for the 

screen-printed materials, the limited heat conductivity of the superconducting
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Figure 3.9: Eciuivaleiit thermophysical diagram of the sample in contact to the 
cryogenics holder, q is the input radiation power, C/s is a lumped heat capaci
tance of the film, (7.,. and are the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of 
the substrate material, and R/s and Rgc are the thermal boundary resistance 
values at the film-substrate and the substrate-holder respectively..

material same as for the substrate, should also be considered.

There exit lateral heat diffusion in the substrate before the heat wave from 

the film reaches the substrate-holder boundary resistance, a correction factor, 

a, can be obtained to be applied to the measured Rgc values. The value of the 

a depends mainly on two things, firstly it increases by increasing the thermal 

conductivity of the substrate thickness and secondly it increases by decreasing 

the superconducting pattern area with respect to the substrate thickness which 

is consistent with the above interpretation for the cause of the correction fac

tor, a.
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In order to achieve the complete close form solution to the model as in the 

figure above, we need to concentrate on the following three important calcula

tions,

Temperature variation in the substrate:

As we know for very low modulation frequencies where C/ is much smaller than 

the contril)uting heat capacity of the substrate and the film-substrate thermal 

boundary resistance is much smaller that that of the substrate-holder and 

/or the thermal resistance of the substrate, we can assume that the ab

sorbed radiation power, q, is directly applied to the surface of the substrate 

ignoring the effects of the C/ and Rf¡.

Substrate can be thought as a continues media of R and C elements. So in 

order to find the temperature variation at the surface for the substrate, we can 

use the general heat propagation equation with boundary condition i?..,,.. For 

one dimensional heat propagation in a material we have;

dT _  d'^T 
dt (3.26)

where D = k/c is the thermal diffusivity of the material and k and c are the 

thermal conductivity and the specific heat per unit volume of the material 

which is substrate in this case. A quantity L, called the ’’thermal diffusion 

length”, is defined as:

L = (3.27)
TT/
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By definition L represents the characteristic penetration depth of the tem

perature variation into the substrate. Considering the thermal diffusion length 

as the effective length for heat flow into the substrate, the corresponding ther

mal conductance can be found as a

G = akg—.
A

■L‘ (3.28)

Then the thermal conductance of the substrate can be found by plugging the 

value of D = k,J Cj

Gs = aA\/csksTrf, (3.29)

which shows that G., is a function of the frequency and scales as We can

calculate the total heat capacity of the substrate as,

Gs =  bcsAL =  bAy/cskslnf, (3.30)

where b is a constant to compensate for the drop of the amplitude of the tem

perature variation along L.

The temperature at the surface of the substrate without the consideration 

of the effect of the heat capacity of the superconducting film, C/, and the ther

mal boundary resistance it its interface, Rjs, is obtained to follows;

A T  = q
exp{'jL) + r  exp(—7T) (3.31)
exp(7i) -  r  e x p (-7 T )’ 

where 7 is the characteristic thermal impedance of the substrate material de

fined as;

7 =
\ i I 'jJ ('s
s/2 V
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and the F is defined as:

p  _  \ /  i i ^ Cs k a

+ V 5 :
<jj is the angular modulation frequency, and ks and c* are the heat conductivity

(3.33)

and the heat capacity of the substrate materials, respectively. The value of B.,,, 

can be found from;

G { W / K ) (3.34)

where G is the thermal conductance of the device at very low frequencies, G (0). 

It has been taken at the a.ssurnption of G/s >> Gs »  Gsc where G/,s= 1/ /i!y,.

Temperature variation at the ñlm:

In order to obtain the voltage response of the current biased samples to the 

modulated radiation intensity at all frequency ranges, we need to find the tem

perature variation in the superconducting film which is considered to l)e the 

temperature variation acro.ss Cj in the equivalent circuit of Figure 3.9 . Hence 

the only temperature gradient from top of the superconducting film to the 

substrate would be that across the film-substrate interface, Rfg. Solving the 

one dimensional thermal differential equation with the complete boundary con

dition, the temperature variation in the superconducting film is found to follow;

AT = ,(
exp(7L)-frexp(-7L) / 1 , n

y iiJCskitexp(7L)-rexp(-7L) y iucsks
oxp(7L)+r(exp(-n 
exp(7L)-

(3.35)
)+ r  ( i x p j - ' y L )  /  iuj  n  I 1 I P
)-rexp(-7i) Y Cjfcs / + 1 + lUJCfKfs

where q is the absorbed radiation power in the film per unit area, and Cf and 

Rfs are the total heat capacity of the superconducting film and the thermal
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boundary resistance at the film-substrate interface per unit area, respectively.

This equation is valid only for the low frequency up to values where the 

thermal diffusion length into the superconducting film becomes smaller and/or 

comparable to the thickness of the film. This is while the penetration depth 

and/or the absorption coefficient length in the superconducting film is still 

considered to be much smaller than the film thickness or otherwise considered. 

If we try to investigate the effect of the R/s in equation 3.35 then at very low 

frequencies the denominator will approach one and Rfs will become negligible 

compared to the first term leading to the results of the one boundary conduc

tion problem as in equation 3.35. The basic reason behind this is, at very low 

modulation freciuencies the temperature variation reaches the bottom of the 

substrate, hence the heat capacity of the film with respect to that of the whole 

substrate material under the pattern and the thermal boundary resistance at 

the film-substrate with respect to Rg and i?.,,. becomes negligible.

The voltage response and bias current dependence:

If we consider the temperature variation in the film caused by the absorbed 

radiation to be uniform all across the pattern, the voltage response in a dc 

current bias configuration can be obtained from;

,IV = (3.30)

where h  is the dc bias current, dR/dT  is the slope of the R versus T curve at the 

bias tem[)erature, and AT is the temperature variation in the superconducting
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film as given in equation 3.36. This is valid within the temperature variation 

range where dR/dT  can be consider to be constant which is about one tenth 

of the transition width at the middle of the superconducting to normal tran

sition temperatures in our samples. Considering the maximum temperature 

variations being below about ImV as measured during the charcicterizations 

presented in this work and the transition widths typically of few degrees of 

Kelvin in our samples, the variation of dR/dT  and/or the non-linearity of 

equations is found to be negligible in our measured and calculated response. 

This would not be the case for devices exposed to high radiation intensities 

which are normally voltage biased for further stability’s.

There might also be a consecutive temperature variation due to ac Joule 

heating in the film caused by the resistance variation in the superconducting 

film caused by the input radiation power. This effect on the response which 

is in the form of a positive feedback in the used current-biased configuration 

here, can I>e considered either in the model as a dependent radiation source in 

parallel to the radiation source, q, in the equivalent diagram of Figure 3.9, or 

simply as an additional term in the overall responsivity of the samples as given 

in the following form.

r v - t  = /, 7  / V(1 -  I r v / v )

Ty-t is tht! overall responsivity in volts per watt and rj is the absorption coef

ficient in the film. Considering the effect of the absorption coefficient in the q 

factor in ecjuation 3.37 . ry will be the same as dV as given in equation.
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3.5 Conclusion

For the measurements of objects emanating photons on the range of 2 eV or 

higher, quantum detectors having room temperature are generally used. For 

the smaller energies (longer wavelengths) narrower band gap semiconductors 

are required. However, even if a quantum detector has a sufficiently small 

energy band gap, at room temperatures its own intrinsic noise is much higher 

than a photoconductive signal. Noise level is temperature dependent, therefore, 

when detecting long wavelength photons, a signal-to-noi.se ratio may become 

so small that accurate measurement becomes impossible. This is the reason, 

why for the operation in the near and far infrared spectral ranges a detector 

not only should have a sufficiently narrow energy gap, but its temperature has 

to be lowered to the level where intrinsic noise is reduced to an acceptable level.

The operating principle of a cooled detector is about the sariui as that of 

a photoresistor, except that it operates at far longer wavelengths and at much 

lower temperatures. Cooling shifts the response to longer wavelengths and in

creases sensiti\ûty. Application of the cooled ciuantum detectors include mea

surements of optical power over a broad spectral range, thermal temperature 

measurement, thermal imaging, detection of water content, and gas analysis. 

The behaviour of cryogenic detectors can be characterized by thermal model. 

The characteristic parameters which effect the responsivity or in other words 

the sensitivitv of the detector can be found by these thermal equivalent models.
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In this chapter we have seen a branch of superconductor detectors named as 

bolometers or edge-transition detectors. According to the thermal equivalent 

model, the thermal boundary resistance between film and substrate (i?/s), 

thermal conductance (G), and the slope dR/dT  are the important parameters. 

So either by increasing the Rjs, dR/dT  ratio, or by decreasing G we can increase 

the responsivity and detectivity of the system.
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Chapter 4

CRYOGENICS AND 

INSTRUMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

There ar<i two basic needs in order to characterize the superconductors. Cryo

genic syst(!in is one of them, which can be used to cool down the system to 

liquid nitrogen temperature. It should be capable of providing means to apply 

and receive the signal from the detector in an efficient manner. Secondly elec

trical setup is required to convert the out put signal into useful information, 

to characterizes the superconductor detector.
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Initially basic thermal properties are considered in this chapter. This pro

vides insight to the importance of thermal parameter, which is to be taken care 

in designing the Dewar. The cryogenic system is explained with a proposed 

thermal ecpuvalent model. Electrical setup is discussed in the end, where the 

focus is mainly on the dc characterization.

4.2 Thermal Properties Consideration

4.2.1 Thermal Expansion

As the temperature of the materials change, the linear dimensions of them 

change. Therefore a changed dimension (length, width, or thickness) is equal 

to the original dimension times the coefficient of expansion, a. The coefficient 

of expansion has the units of reciprocal degrees. To emphasize the depen

dence on original length, the units of (are .sometimes written as (in./in.)/K or 

(cm/cm/)/K.

Since thermal mismatches stresses the parts bonded together, the expansion 

issue is hence more significant to us. Hence initiating a great care in selecting 

substrates for film material which we are going to deposit on it, special care 

should be taken in mounting of windows that will be cooled, and in solder or 

glue joints.
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The coefficient of expansion, a, is temperature dependent, going to zero 

at very low temperatures. Because the coefficient of expansion is temperature 

dependent, average or integrated values are required, then if A T  is not small, 

we get:

rT2
Ax = xo / adT = xoaTi (T2 -T i ) .

JTi
(4.1)

We may understand thermal expansion by considering for a classical os

cillator the effect of anharmonic terms in the potential energy on the mean 

separation of a pair of atoms at a temperature T. Consider the potential en

ergy of the atoms at a displacement x from their equilibrium then separation 

at absolute zero in:

U{s) = cx^ — gx^ -  f x ‘̂ (4.2)

with c, g, and f all positive. The term in x^ represents the asymmetry of the 

mutual r(ii)ulsion of the atoms and the term in .t'* represents the softening of 

the vibration at large amplitudes.

We can calculate the average displacement by using the Boltzmann dis

tribution function, which weights the possible values of x according to their 

thermal dynamic probability;
^ exp[— {x)]dx

<  X  > = (4.3)

with P — 1/R'bT. In the classical region the thermal expansion after some 

simplifications becomes,

< ,x >=  (4.4)
4c'̂
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4.2.2 Thermal Conductivity

The measuring of heat transfer ability through conductors is called ’thermal 

conductivity’. Consider the bar of uniform cross-sectional area A and length 1 

shown in the Figure 4.1. If the temperature difference AT between the ends of 

the bar is small, the heat transferred by conduction through the bar is given 

by,

P = k j A T ,  (4.5)

where AT is the temperature difference across the bar and ’k’ is the thermal 

conductivity. The units of thermal conductivity are W/(cm.K).

Power P conducted 
through bar

Figure 4.1; Definition of thermal conductivity.

The thermal conductivity of most materials varies dramatically with tem

perature in the cryogenic temperature ranges (see Figure 4.2). Thermal con

ductivity at cryogenic temperatures is also a strong function of the material 

purity and heat-treatment. The above formula can be used for heat conduction 

provided that the temperature difference AT is small. When the temperature
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dijS'erence range is large (300K to 77K), the use of an average conductivity in 

the above formula replaces the product of factor k and (T2 — Ti) by integrated 

values as:

t>Ti A
P =  /  k{T )d T-  

■hi L

= k{Ti){T2 — Ti)— if T2 — T1 is small. 
L· (4.6)

The steps in performing thermal conductivity calculations are then:

(1) determine the material and temperature range of interest, and locate a con

ductivity values or cur\-e appropriate to that material and temperature; and

(2) if the temperature range is small enough, or if the accuracy requirements 

are not demanding, use formula 4.5. To predict the conducted heat, if more 

accuracy is desired, obtain the integrated conductivity value or do the integra

tion yourself.

H (un ».*. ThrnMd ctmlucuvity for common cryofewc bU4Uin( ntMciul».

Figure 4.2: Thermal conductivity for common cryogenic building materials.
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It is some time convenient to combine the conductivity with the area to 

length ratio in a thermal conductance (K) or a thermal impedance (Z);

K

Z
K '

(4.7)

(4.8)

Units of thermal conductance K  are W/K.  In the this representation form 

heat transfer can be written as,

A TP  = K A T  = — (4.9)
p

A T  = P Z = — . (4.10)

If the thermal conductivity cannot be measure or predicted in any other 

way, Wiedemann-Franz Law [9] can be useful to estimate the thermal conduc-* 

tivity:

K  = LaT,

where the ratio of k to aT  is the Lorenz ratio L.

(4.11)

As seen from the formula itself, this law limits the applicability to such a 

stringent level that accuracy cannot be guaranteed. This leads the law to being- 

used only as a last resort. This law holds when the electrons dominate the heat 

transfer process and when the lifetimes associated with thermal and electronic 

conduction are same. The first condition does not hold for insulators and im

pure metal, and thermal conductivity of insulators will be higher than that
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predicted from the Wiedeman-Franz law. The second condition does not hold 

at low temperatures [10]; at low temperature according to the Wiedeman-Franz 

law, thermal conductivity of good conductors will be less than that predicted.

4.2.3 Specific Heat

The amount of heat required to make a one-degree change in the temperature 

of an object is its heat capacity. The usual symbol is C and the common units 

are joule per Kelvin; J/K. The specific heat capacity ’c’ is the heat capacity 

per unit mass, and common units are joule per gram per Kelvin: J/(g.K). The 

amount of heat required to cause an arbitrary temperature change in an object 

of m ass’m’ is described in equation below,

7'2

Q — m c{T)dT 
Jti

= rnc{Ti){T2 -  Ti) if T2 — Ti is small. (4.12)

For cryogenic temperatures the heat capacity is a strong function of tem

perature, so average or integrated values are necessary if large temperature 

changes are involved. The specific heat unlike the thermal conductivity is not 

sensitive to sample purity or preparation technique making the selection of 

appropriate values for a particular problem very much a less of a difficulty. 

Table B.3 (see appendix) lists the representative values. In case the specific 

heat capacity of some material cannot be located in the table we can use Debye 

temperature OD, in which case the heat capacity can be estimated from the 

Debye theory, the procedure will be as follow,
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(1) First calculate the ratio TfOo,

(2) Then refer to tables or graphs of the Debye function-specific heat capacity 

per mole as a function of T /9D ,

(3) Divide that value by the molecular mass M (grams per mole) to obtain the 

specific heat in J/(g.K)

c[J/{g.K)] = cjJ/ig.K)] 
M/{g/mol) ■ (4.13)

At temperatures much below both the Debye temperature and the Fermi 

temperature, the heat capacity of metals may be written as the sum of electron 

and phonon contribution:

c = 'yT + AT'\ (4.14)

where 7 and A are constants characteristic of the material. The electronic term 

is linear in T and is dominant at sufficiently low temperatures. It is convenient 

to exhibit the experimental values of c as a plot of c/T versus T2:

c/T = 7 + AT'\ (4.15)

For then the points should lie on a straight line with slope A and intercept 7.
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4.2.4 Electrical Analogous

With the following substitutions implying same mathematics, one with elec

tronic experiences can visualize the thermal performance and calculations in 

terms of one’s own field;

Charge (C)
Current (C/s,A) 
Voltage (V) 
Impedance (V/A, Q) 
Conductance (l/f2) 
Capacitance (C/V)

heat energy (J) 
heat flow (J/s,W) 
temperature (K) 
thermal impedance (K/W) 
thermal conductance (W/K) 
heat capacity (J/K)

Table 4.1: Electrical Analogous.

Once these substitutions are made, the electrical formulas and intuition can 

be applied to thermal problems.

4.2.5 Liquid Nitrogen

The common cryogens for IR detector work are listed in table B.4 (see ap

pendix), the most common are liquid nitrogen and liquid helium. Helium is 

the coldest known cryogen. Under normal atmospheric pressure it boils at 

4.2K. Helium though has the lowest cooling capacity of the common cryogens; 

it boils very quickly, so requires very careful insulation in order to store, while 

on the other hand Nitrogen is relatively inexpensive and has a relatively high
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cooling capacity.

N itrogen: It constitutes 78.03% of the air, has a gaseous specific gravity 

of 0.967 and has a boiling point of -320.5°F ( - 1 9 5 . 77K) at atmospheric 

pressure. It is colorless, odourless, and tasteless. From an inexhaustible source 

in our atmosphere, liquefaction and fractional distillation can obtain it. It can 

also be easily prepared by heating a water solution of ammonium nitrite.

It is less expensive than Helium and Neon, and is used in large quantities 

both to thermally insulate the more expensive cryogens, and to cool detectors 

and hence used in this work. At this point we will like to introduce two 

definitions, as

H eat of Vaporization: The energy required to vapori a given quantity of 

liquid is called the heat of vaporization h.

Q = hM = hpV. (4.16)

where M and V are the mass and volume of liciuid vaporized by heat Q.

Enthalpy: A cryogen, when used in a cooling system first vaporizes and fi

nally rises in temperature to that of the room absorbing heat from the 

surroundings. The total heat absorbed is the heat of vaporization plus 

the specific heat integrated from the boiling point to the final tempera

ture of the gas given as;
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Q =  [H{T2) -  HiT,)]p^Vi. (4 .1 7 )

This total heat can be calculate form tables of the enthalpy H of the cryo- 

gen. The total heat is the difference in the enthalpy of the material at the 

starting and ending temperatures.

So it is obvious that heat of vaporization is only a small part of the cooling- 

capacity of cryogens. The vapor can provide a great deal of useful cooling if 

used efficiently. This cooling capability is lost if the vapor is allowed to vent 

directly to the atmosphere.

4.2.6 Temperature Sensors

In qualitative manner temperature of any object implies that how cold or wart 

the object is. Temperature on the other hand can be generalized as a system’s 

temperature if the measured quantity for a number of systems is the same 

under thermal equilibrium. A thermometer is an instrument, which measures 

the temperature of a system in a quantitative way. There are many different 

types of temperature sensors as listed below,

Therm ocouples: Thermocouples are pairs of dissimilar metal alloy wires 

joined at least end to end generating a net thermoelectric voltage l)e- 

tween the two ends according to the size of the temperature differencci
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between the ends. The relative Seebeck coefficients of the wire pair and 

the uniformity of the wire’s relative Seebeck coefficient.

There are many different types of thermocouples, which have different 

application ranges, which is shown in the table above.

T herm istors: Thermistors are tiny bits of inexpensive semiconductor mate

rials with highly temperature sensitive electrical resistance.

Liquid-In-Glass Therm om eters: Liquid in glass thermometers are the sen

sors one visualizes most often for temperature measurement. A glass 

cylinder with a bulb at one end, a capillary hole down the axis, con

nected to the reservoir in the bulb filled with silvery mercury or perhaps 

a red-colored fluid, an engraved temperature scale. There are many de

signs and a significant range of capabilities and uses of those designs.

R esistance T em perature D etectors (RTDs): RTDs are wire wound and 

thin film devices that work on the physical principle of the temperature 

coefficient of electrical resistance of metals. They are nearly linear over 

a wide range of temperatures and can be made small enough to have re

sponse times of a fraction of a second. They require an electrical current 

to produce a voltage drop across the sensor that can be then measured 

bv a calibrated read-out device.
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Platinum is the material used in most RTDs. It is highly resistant to 

contamination and has a predictable resistance change as a function of 

temperature. Other materials used in RTDs are tungsten, copper, nickel 

and nickel alloys. While some RTDs are constructed by depositing a 

platinum film on a substrate. It is then encapsulated for protection. Be

cause these thin-film devices are small, they respond rapidly to changes 

in temperature.

R adiation  T herm om eters : Radiation Thermometers (Pyrometers, if you 

will) are non-contact temperature sensors that measure temperature from 

the amount of thermal electromagnetic radiation received from a spot on 

the object of measurement. This group of sensors includes both spot or 

point measuring devices in addition to line measuring radiation ther

mometers, which produce 1-D and, with known relative motion, can 

produce 2-D temperature distributions, and thermal imaging, or area 

measuring, thermometers which measure over an area from which the 

resulting image can be displayed as a 2-D temperature map of the region 

viewoid.

F ibre Optic T em perature Sensors: There are a wide number of devices 

that utilize fiber optics to aid in measuring temperature. Most are ac

tually slight variation of radiation thermometers, but not all. Most all 

depends upon a temperature-sensing component being placed on the tip 

of the fiber optics ” free end”. The other end is attached to a measuring 

system that collects the desired radiation and processes it into a temper

ature vahui. Like a lot of things there are some notable excei)tions: the
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bulk fib«r optic sensors, which measure the temperature of the fiber along 

its length and produce either an average temperature or some measure 

of the temperature distribution along the length of the fiber.

Filled system Therm om eters: They look like small metal tubes with 

bulges on the end-filled system thermometers-much like liquid-in-glass- 

but different.

B im etallic therm om eters: Bimets, as they are often called, are based on 

differential thermal expansion of metals. They are simple rugged devices 

usually used as spot checking devices by lab, QA and maintenance staff, 

or to control your home heating/cooling system.

Sem iconductor T em perature Sensors: Commercial temperature sensors 

have been made from semiconductors for a number of years now. Work

ing over a limited temperature range, they are simple, linear, accurate 

and low cost devices with many uses.

In our mechanical set up we have used both the Thermocouple and Resistance 

Temperature Detector (RTD) ptlOO as the temperature sensor. As we have 

discussed above that for RTDs are the most accurate and more linear so we 

can use the conversion table as given in the appendix. We can also approxi

mate the temperature dependence with a straight line, which can be defined 

by measuring two data points, the ice water temperature and the liciuid nitro

gen temperature. In this case, we only need to find the dR/dT of the sensor
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and then a computerized system can convert the measured resistance into the 

corresponding temperature.

4.3 Mechanical Setup and the Cryogenics

4.3.1 Introduction

Work at low temperature will require calculations of th time required for com

ponents to cool, the ultimate temperature they will rach, and the amount of 

cryogen used in cooling process. Those calculations depend on the ability of 

the materials to conduct heat, the amount of heat they store, and the cooling- 

capacity of th(i cryogens. Thermal modeling of the cryogenic system helps to 

investigate! tlu! critical parameter which determines the above mentioned prob

lems.

In this section a thermal model has been purposed though close form solu

tions have! ne)t been found. .A.fter considering the design rule purpe)sed Dewar 

has been evaluated upon these rules.

4.3.2 Thermal modeling

In the following designed cryogenic system, shown in Fig. 4.3., there are two 

possible ways for the heat to flow toward the outer environment or vice versa.
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One is through the walls of the liquid nitrogen container (made of stainless 

steel) and the other is through the base plate of the container into the envi

ronment. The temperature of liquid nitrogen, represented by q, is considered 

to be relative ground of the thermal equivalent circuit.

Considering first the conduction through the walls of the container, heat 

flows from liciuid nitrogen to the walls by convection {Rconv) and then the 

stainless steel (i?..,.,). Then the heat flow is further divided into three branches, 

which, starting from the upper portion towards the lower portion of the dewar, 

are as follows:

1. Walls of liquid nitrogen container to the Teflon through conduction (Rtef) 

and then to the environment, through convection.

2. From walls to the insulating Styrofoam (Rsf) by conduction and to the 

environment by convection.

3. A large part of liquid nitrogen container is.conducting heat by conduction 

in s(U'ies through Styrofoam, then stainless steel, styrofoam, teflon and 

finally to the outer environment by convection.

This is shown in Figure 4.4, where all three possibilities are considered 

together.

Considering now the second possibility, we have copper at the base plate of 

the liquid nitrogen container. Most of this base plate is directly exposed to the
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Cableconnector

Heater

Styrofoam

Sample holder

Fiber

Stainless steel

Teflon

Figure 4.3: Cross section of the Dewar.

inner environinent of the Dewar. So there is additional heating at this point 

as shown in Figure 4.4 by ’V/e”· Heat also flows by conduction to the sample 

holder, which is connected to the base plate and this holder is also directly 

exposed to inner environment. So the second main branch is conducting heat 

from the base plate to inner environment by two ways, which in terms of se

quence, of their resistances are as.

1 ” /? - 7? - 7?^  ̂conv ^ W:op ^ ^C(
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Thermal model for first branch

|Rsf
¡Rcont
;Rss
;Rcont
¡Rtef

-Rconv

qh = Heat conduction due to heater q = 77K;
Rtef = conduction through teflon qrt = Room Temperature
Rsf = conduction through styrofoam Rconv = thermal resistance 
Rss = conduction through stainless steel due to convection
Rcont = conduction through contacts Rcop = conduction through

copper

Figure 4.4: Thermal model for the conduction without including the inner 
environment.

2 . Rconv ~ R-cond ~ Rcop ~ Rconv

Heat transfer from the inner environment to the outer environment or vice 

versa can further be divided in to two ways. One through the walls of the Dewar 

and the second through the base plate of the dewar. These two branches are 

shown in the bottom part of the Figure 4.4. ”9/1” is added to the model to 

represent the heater. Heater is connected to the sample holder in order to
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provide the temperature stability at the holder.

Thermal model for the second branch
Rconv

qh = Heat conduction due to heater q = 77«
Rtef = conduction through teflon qrt = Room Temperature
Rsf = conduction through styrofoam Rconv = thermal resistance 
Rss = conduction through stainless steel due to convection
Rcont = conduction through contacts Rcop = conduction through

copper

Figure 4.5: Thermal model for the dewar where the heat transfer involves the 
inner environment.

Due to continuous flow of heat, steady state cannot be achieved and hence 

representing the heat capacity of the involved masses, capacitors are inserted 

at each inter connecting resistance node. Systematic approval can be used to 

find the detailed thermal parameters. Normally following formulae are used to 

find the particular thermal resistances:
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For thermal resistance, R ij we have;

Rij = ^
hij

for conduction 

for convection

where k is the thermal conductivity, hij is the heat transfer coefficient, Ak 

conduction area and Ac convection area. For the thermal capacitance

Ci VipCp (4,18)

The following expression must me satisfied at each nodal point i: [11]

dr
Explict : + Qi = ~  ti)

Rij

Implicit :
dr

(4.19)

(4.20)

where qi denotes the rate of heat exchange (external or internal) at the node.

4.3.3 Dewar design

In Dewar design there are some basic but important points which should be 

taken into consideration. In this section we will try to focus on these parame

ters and try to explain the changes in the approach to improve the reliability 

of our Dewar, working at environmental pressure.

As shown in the Figure 4.7, Conduction from room temperature into the 

cryogen is minimized by using supports with the smallest possible cross sec

tion and as long as possible. Materials with low thermal conductivity are used.
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Thermal model for the dewar in non steady state

Rss = conduction through stainless steel due to convection
Rcont = conduction through contacts Rcop = conduction through

copper

Figure 4.6: Non steady state model for the dewar.

Stainless steel is the most common material. So for the purpose of low conduc

tion from outer environment, we have used Stainless steel for inner wall of the 

Dewar. The liquid Nitrogen container is also made of Stainless steel in order 

to reduce the heat conduction through the wall of the container. The base of 

liquid nitrogen container is made of copper with holes (groves) in the sample 

holder in order to increase the conduction to the sample holder. It has been 

observed that making the container in this way decreases the Nitrogen boiling 

and provides l>etter conductivity to the sample.

In order to reduce the volume inside the Dewar, which should be cooled 

down, we have filled the space between the liquid nitrogen container and the 

Stainless steel inner wall of the dewar. By doing so we could reach down to 

— 194°C (81K) in the first step. This also further reduces the boiling of the
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Figure 4.7: Cross section of the Dewar, 

liquid nitrogen or in other words increases the lifetime of liquid Nitrogen.

Conduction through electrical leads is also considerable. Using leads made 

of manganin or constantan can reduce the thermal conductivity. Unfortunately 

materials with low thermal conductivity also have low electrical conductivities, 

so electrical requirements must be balanced against cryogenic considerations. 

We have used the twisted copper wires, which are rolled across the liquid ni

trogen container in order to prevent the flow of heat from outer environment
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Pow er d issipation  in the leads is a source of heat that should be con

sidered; large diameter leads reduce the power dissipation but increase the 

conducted heat load. So in order to reduce the power dissipation and not to 

conduct the heat, we have use 28 and 26 gauge wires have rolled them around 

the liquid nitrogen container as mentioned above.

C onvection and gaseous conduction can be reduced to negligible values 

by evacuating the space between the inner cold chamber and the outer chamber 

walls. To maintain that vacuum one must use materials that do not outgas 

and must keep the surfaces clean. Even fingerprints can generate enough gas 

to slow pump down or spoil the vacuum shortly after the dewar disconnected 

from the pump. By means of the following formulas we can see how gases helps 

in thermal conduction.

Case I: High pressure (mean free path < spacing between walls

to the sample holder.

Q =
a (4.21)

where A is the area of surfaces facing each other, d is the distance between 

the hot and cold surfaces, AT is temperature difference between the warm and 

cold surfaces, and k is the thermal conductivity of the gas.
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Case II: Low pressures (mean free path > spacing between walls

Q = K iaJ^^P A A T , (4.22)

where Ki is free molecular conductivity, a is accommodation coefficient, Ti is 

the temperature of the cold surface, P is Dewar pressure, A is area of the sur

faces facing each other, and AT is temperature difference between warm and 

cold surfaces.

In order to satisfy these requirements we have used the Styrofoam as dis

cussed above, which not only reduces the condensation but also reduce the area 

which the liquid nitrogen has to cool down.

The heat conduction through radiation can be reduced by reducing the 

emissivity of the cold and warm surfaces that face each other, and also by intro

ducing an intermediate temperature surface between the coldest and warmest 

surfaces. The radiative heat load to a spherical or cylindrical container of area 

Ai, temperature Ti, and emissivity from a surrounding container of temper

ature T-2 and emissivity e-2 is given by;

P =  a{T2-T,)eA^.

where

e = eiC2
€l +  C2 — 6162

(4.23)

(4.24)

Additional refinements will improve the hold time of Nitrogen and perhaps 

allow us to add a little strength to the dewar neck: multilayer insulation (MLI)
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can be wrapped loosely around the inner wall. It is a blanket of alternating 

layers of aluminized Mylar and veil-like material to keep the layers from touch

ing. The escaping Nitrogen gas can be channeled along the neck walls, cooling 

them and compensating for some of the conducted heat. We did not consider 

these improvements in our dewars because they complicate the calculations, 

but they can improve dewar hold time substantially. Where the hold time 

is defined as the time for which the dewar is capable of holding the required 

temperature.

The power transferred by radiation, if MLI with N independent heat shields 

float in temperature between the planes at Ti and T2, is:

N + 1
(4.25)

The proposed Dewar is shown in Figure 4.8. In this design we have used 

the copper sample holder which is attached to the copper cold head. This 

cold head is connected to Teflon cup, which provides the source for the liquid 

nitrogen. In order to couple the light from LED to the sample, multi mode 

fiber has been used.

For flexibility in handling, electrical connectors for the dc biasing of the 

sample, temperature measurement and controlling for the heater, is connected 

to the top plate of the liquid nitrogen holder. 0-rings and Vacuum grease has 

been used to provide the good sealing for the expected self-vacuum.
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Figure 4.8; Cross section of the Dewar with modification..

The basic test for this configuration showed that there is a considerable 

consumption of li(piid nitrogen in order to reach 77K. It was found out that 

this is basically due to the direct contact of liquid nitrogen with the Teflon, 

which has still very low thermal conductivity as compared to other materials. 

Secondly it was due to the fact that it has to cool down the whole environment 

inside before we can obtain the vacuum inside the dewar.

In order to improve this configuration we have changed the above design by 

considering the following few factors;

1) The volume inside the dewar should be small, in order to reduce the heat
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conduction due to air circulation.

2) There should not be direct contact of the of the liquid nitrogen with the 

Teflon.

3) As the thermal conductivity of the teflon is very low, the inner environment 

take long time to achieve the liquid nitrogen temperature, so the inner walls 

of the dewar should be made of a better material.

According to modifications, we have put a stainless steel, SS, wall and the 

base in side the dewar with an insulation layer of styrofoam between the SS 

and teflon. The wall of the liquid nitrogen container has been changed to SS 

walls to reduce the additional mass of Teflon to cool down. To reduce the inside 

volume of the dewar styrofoam has been used. With this new configuration not 

only the hold time of the liquid nitrogen increased but also the temperature of 

sample hold has been improved.

4.4 Electrical setup

An electrical setup has been developed in order to characterize the edge tran

sition infrared superconducting detectors, especially for Resistance vs. Tem

perature measurement, critical current measurement, and most important, for 

frequency response of the detectors at low temperatures.
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4.4.1 Resistance Vs. Temperature measurement

In order to measure the change in the resistance of the samples by decreasing 

the temperature, we have used two different methods; I ) Four probe method, 

and II ) mutual induction method explained as follows.

Ik

Figure 4.9: Basic setup for four probe measurement.

V
R. = -C F . (4.26)

M eth o d  I: T he Four-Point P ro b e  Technique: The resistance of a dif

fused layer can be measured by a four-point probe technique. The resis

tance of the sample can be expressed as.

V
Rs = ^C F . (4.27)

where Rs is the sheet resistance (in ohms/square); V is the dc voltage 

acro.ss the voltage probes (in volts); I is constant dc current passing
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through the current probes (in amperes); and C.F. is the correction fac

tor. In most common configuration the four probe points are in line with 

the dc current passing through the outer two probes and the voltage mea

sured across the inner two probes. R^-Xj is the average resistivity of a 

diffused layer.

The correction factor for a circular sample (with a diameter d) and a 

regular sample (with the side parallel to the probe line as a and that 

perpendicular to the probe line as d) are given in Table 4.2 (where s is 

the probe spacing).

d/s Circle
Square
a /d = l a/d

Rectangle
a/d=3 a/d > 4

1.0 0.9988 0.9994
1.25 1.2467 1.2248
1.5 1.4788 1.4893 1.4893

1.75 1.7196 1.7238 1.7238
2.0 1.9475 1.9475 1.9475
2.5 2.3532 2.3541 2.3451
3.0 2.2662 2.4575 2.7000 , 2.7005 2.7005
4.0 2.9289 3.1127 3.2246 3.2248 3.2248
5.0 3.3625 3.5098 3.5749 3.5750 3.5750
7.5 3.9273 4.0095 4.0361 4.0362 4.0362
10.0 4.1716 4.2209 4.2357 4.2357 4.2357
15.0 4.3646 4.3882 4.3947 4.3947 4.3947
20.0 4.4364 4.4516 4.4553 4.4553 4.4553
40.0 4.5076 4.5120 4.5129 4.5129 4.5129
oo 4.5324 4.5324 4.5325 4.5325 4.5325

Table 4.2; Correction factor C.F for the measurement of sheet resistances with 
the four-point probe.
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Note that for a large d/s, the correction factor approaches that of a two- 

dimensional sheet extending to infinity in both directions, that is, C.F. 

=  4.53. For the correction factors to be insensitive to the sample size 

and the positions of the probe points with respect to the sample edge, a 

large d/s is desirable.

Van der Pauw  Technique: The resistance of the sample with an ir

regular shape can be determined by using the Van der Pauw technique. 

For measurement four contact points along the periphery of a sample, 

as shown in Figure 4.10, current is forced to flow between two adjacent 

contacts.

-^Ik

Figure 4.10; Basic configuration for four probe measurement.

and the voltage across the other pair of contacts is measured with a high- 

input impedance voltmeter. The resistivity of the sample is
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(4.28)

where i?.i2,34 = Vi2//34 and i?23,4i =  V23/ I 41.

F (Q) is a correction factor and d is the sample thickness;

For the configuration shown in Figure 4.11. Current flows through two 

adjacent probes and the voltage is measured across the remaining two 

contacts. An average resistance is obtained by rotating the current and 

the voltage probes;

4  ^34 I 41 I 12 i23
(4.29)

Since the structure shown in figure b is symmetrical, F=Q = 1, and

7T
Rg = -—- R  =  4.53i?. 

In 2 (4.30)

In this measurement, the measured sheet resistance does not depend on 

the line width of the diffused region. When the resistance from a Kelvin 

resistor is measured, the effective line width of a diffused resistor can be 

determined from these two measurements. In a Kelvin resistor structure, 

a constant dc current flow through the two end contacts, and the voltage 

across the middle two contacts is measured with a high-input-impedance 

electronmeter, which measures the potential difi'erence across the center
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Figure 4.11; Van der Pauw and Kelvin resistor structures: (a) sample with an 
arbitrary shape; (b) an in-process tester design; (c) a Kelvin resistor design for 
measuring the effective window width..

prol)es without disturbing the equal potential lines or the current flow. 

The measured resistance from the Kelvin resistor, Rk, is Vk/R, with VI 

the measured voltage across the voltage probes and Ik the current.

Dc analyses were done by switching the current through the sample in 

order to reduce the thermocouples effect of the measurement pins and 

this method is named as Quasi dc analysis. As shown in the Figure 4.12, 

the relay has been used to switch the current through the sample and 

the relay has been controlled by computerized system.
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Figure 4.12: A relay configuration used to switch the current.

Therrnocoupling effect can be reduced by switching, which can be ex

plained as follows, If Vpius represent the voltage when the current direction 

is in positive direction then, Vpius =  K + Vth- While if Vneg is the voltage 

when the current direction has been changed then Vneg — —Vs + Vth. As 

Vth is always being an additive part, so the coupling threshold can be 

discarded if we take the average of Vpius and Vneg, and the resulting volt

age V s =  {Vpius +  V n e g )l'2 . will be the true voltage.

For temperature readings we have used PTIOO, as we have discussed in 

article 4.3.6, which gives almost a linear decrease in the resistance by 

decreasing the temperature across it. Again for PTIOO we have used the 

four-probe method in order to get more reliable temperature reading. 

For the purpose to read this voltage reading both from the sample as Vs 

and Vpt (from PTIOO) through the computer the analogue amplifier has 

been designed as shown in the Figure 4.13. To read out the data a 12 

bit AD/DA Card has been used, which was programmed by using the 

Qbasic. [12]
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Figure 4.13: Computerized system for dc characterisation of superconducting 
thin and thick films.

M e th o d  II: Mutual Induction method: [13] An apparatus providing a non- 

contact method of probing the current-induced destruction of supercon

ductivity in thick film samples has been developed. A schematic of the 

experimomtal set-up is shown in Figure 4.14.

A thick film sample is positioned between a primary coil, which induces 

a supercurrent in the film and a secondary coil that monitors flux pene

tration. As we can see from the diagram a sine wave current is applied to 

the primary coil, generating an ac magnetic field and inducing a shielding 

supercurrent in the film (if the sample is in the superconducting state). 

These supercurrents have the effect of reducing the magnetic flux linking 

to the secondary coil to a value less than a would have been in the normal
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Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram for mutual induction measurement.

state. Therefore by monitoring the changes in the secondary coil signals 

we can detect at least the following information:

a. The transition temperature, Tg. When we warm the sample above 

Tc, the magnetic shielding due to the supercurrent disappears. Hence 

we expect to see a signature for this change of state in the pick-up coil 

signals. If we plot pick-up coil signal vs. temperature, we should be able 

to identity the transition temperature of the samples.

b. The critical current density, J ·̂ We can vary either the amplitude 

or the frequency of the ac current applied to the primary coil to change 

the induced supercurrent in the film. As the field amplitude due to the 

primary coil is increased, a signal proportional to that in the primary 

coil should be observed at the secondary coil. When the filed amplitude
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exceeds that just sufficient to induce a critical current in the film, the 

pick-up signal from the secondary coil will vary with further increases 

of the filed amplitude with a different proportionality factor, due to the 

change in coupling between the two coils. This turning point in the re

sponse of the secondary coil is an indicator of flux penetration at a critical 

field from which we can calculate the critical current density of the 

sample. Here 5 is a geometrical parameter determined by the film-coil 

configuration and film dimensions.

c. The critical field. He- We can also apply an external dc magnetic field 

as shown in Figure 4.14. When this external dc magnetic field exceeds 

the critical field He, the transport supercurrent induced in the film will 

be destroyed and there will be a distinct change in magnetic flux linking 

to the secondary coil. It should be noted that this critical field is current 

dependent (induced by the ac field of the primary coil), and is the lower 

critical field Hd  in the case of the Type II superconductors. The geom

etry of the sample is such that, due to the demagnetisation coefficients, 

field will enter the superconductor well below the value of Hd-

In experimental set-up [14], variable current source was used for the pri

mary coil. The signal from the secondary coil is fed to an amplifier, 

which is a low noise feed back amplifier with a gain of about 1000. We 

can also directly use a lock in amplifier to amplify the induced voltage for 

a particular reference frecjuency. In case of amplifier we need to convert 

the output signal to be converted into the dc so that we can read this 

through the computer while on the other hand for lock-in amplifier the
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out can be read by the computer together with the temperature readings 

from the PTIOO.

4.4.2 Responsivity measurement

In order to measure the response vs. temperature, frequency response, and 

noise measurement, an electrical and mechanical set was required. According 

to requirement it should be capable of providing the following accessories;

1) Reliable way to apply the bias current to the sample.

2) Ability to shine light on the sample with out disturbing the dewar configu

ration.

3) Must be able to receive the modulated voltage and together with amplifica

tion average it. 4) Store the data and plot it according to desire.

These requirements have been achieved by the following setup;

Function
Generator

Light
source

r t fibre

Pre
amplifier

Ts c  Sample

Current soucrce

Interface
and

Computer

Thermocouple

Lock-in
Amplifier

Figure 4.15; A setup for the response measurement for thick and thin film.
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In this setup 3314A function generator from Hewlett Packard together with 

Infrared LED has been used to generate an infrared signal. Single mode fiber 

has been used in order to transmit the light from LED to the sample. Butt 

coupling method has been used to couple the light to the fiber. Although by 

this method the efficiency is not more then 10 % but still it is a cheap and 

simple way to couple light. A low noise preamplifier (Model SR560 by Stanford 

Research) is used to amplify the output modulated voltage. After amplifica

tion these voltages are feed to lock-in amplifier to average them and phase lock 

with the reference input signal. For temperature stabilisation a heater has 

been used which is operated by computer control power supply (6628A-system 

DC power supply). The output of the Lock-In amplifier is feed to computer by 

using the A/D card and matlab has been used to plot the data. The accuracy 

of this svstem is lös of nV.
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Chapter 5

FABRICATION AND 

CHARACTERISATION

5.1 High Tc superconducting YBCO device 

fabrication and material development

After obs('rving the basic properties, which are essential for the particular de

tector application and also considering the thermal model, it is necessary to 

use the appropriate manufacturing technology. In this section different fab

rication techniques have been considered. In order to improve the important 

parameter which can effect the responsivity of the system, found from the one 

dimensional thermal model, a new method for the fabrication of the devices 

has been discussed. In order to check the validity of the annealing i)rofile disk
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fabrication was clone first. After finding out the validity of the annealing pro

file, the device fabrication has been proceeded.

One of the important parameters which effects the properties of any de

tector is substrate material. Hence a brief literature survey has been given in 

order to understand the basics of substrate selection.

5.1.1 Overview of various thin-film deposition technolo

gies

The following is a brief description of the principles, salient features, applica

tions, and selected literature references of the more important technologies for 

thin film deposition and formation, categorized in Table B.6 (see appendix.

Evaporative Technologies:

Although one of the oldest techniques used for depositing thin film, thermal 

evaporation or vacuum evaporation is still widely used in the laboratory and in 

industry for depositing metal and metal alloys. The following sequential basic 

steps take place;

1) A vapor is generated by boiling or subliming a source material;

2) the vapor is transported from the source to the substrate; and
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3) the vapor is condensed to a solid film on the substrate surface.

Although deceptively simple in principle, the skilled practitioner must be 

well versed in vacuum physics, material science, mechanical and electrical en

gineering as well as in elements of thermodynamics, kinetic theory of gases, 

surface mobility, and condensation phenomena.

Evaporants cover an extraordinary range of varying chemical reactivity and 

vapor pressurois. This variety leads to a large diversity of source components in

cluding resistance-heated filaments, electron beams; crucible heated by conduc

tion, radiation, or rf-induction; arcs, exploding wires, and lasers. Additional 

complications include source container interactions; requirements for high vac

uum precise substrate motion and the need for process monitoring and control.

M olecular Beam  ep itaxy  (M BE): MBE is a sophisticated, finally con- 

trolhid method for growing single-crystal epitaxial films in a high vac

uum Torr). The films are formed on single-crystal substrate by

slowly evaporating the elemental or molecular constituents of the film 

from separated Knudsen effusion source cells (deep crucibles in furnaces 

with cooled shrouds) on to substrate held at temperature appropriate for 

chemical reaction, epitaxy, and re-evaporation of excess reactants. The 

furnaces produce atomic or molecular beams of relatively small diame

ter, which are directed at the heated substrate, usually silicon or gallium 

arsenide. Fat shutters are interposed between the sources and the sub

strates. by controlling these shutters, one can grow superlattices with
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precisely controlled uniformity, lattice match, composition, dopant con

centrations thicknesses, and interfaces down to the level of atomic layers.

The pensive equipment are, at present, the major limitations for this 

promising deposition technology for production of the devices.

G low -discharge Technologies:

The electrode and ga.s-phase phenomena in various kinds of glow discharges 

represent a rich source of process used to deposit and etch thin films. Creative 

exploitation of these phenomena has resulted in the development of many use

ful processes for film deposition, as listed in Table B.6.

S p u tte rin g . The most l)asic and well known of these processes is sputtering, 

the ejection of surface atoms from an electrode surface by momentum 

transfer from bombarding ions to surface atoms. From this definition, 

sputtering is clearly an etching process, and is, in fact, used as such for 

surface cleaning and for pattern delineation. Since sputtering produces 

a vapor of electrode material, it is also used as method of film deposi

tion similar to evaporative deposition. Sputter-deposition has become a 

generic name for variety of processes.

• Diode Sputtering.

• Reactive Sputtering.
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• Bias Sputtering.

• Magnetron Sputtering.

• Ion-Beam Sputtering.

P lasm a  Processes. The fact that some chemical reactions are accelerated 

at a given temperature in the presence of energetic reactive-ion bom

bardment is the basis of processes for surface treatments such as plasma 

oxidation, plasma nitriding and plasma carburising. A metal to be oxi

dized, nitrided or carburised is made the cathode of a glow discharge and 

is simultaneously heated by radiant of rf-induction means. The discharge 

gas is either 02,^2 plus H2, or CHi .̂ Very thick (0.1-2 mm) protective 

coatings on a variety of metals can be produced in this way to render 

surfaces hard and /or corrosion resistant.

• Anodization.

• D('i)osition of Inorganic/Organic Films.

• Microwave Electron Cyclotron Resonance Deposition.

C luster B eam  D eposition. Ionised cluster beam deposition (ICB) or clus

ter beam deposition is one of the most recent emerging technologies for 

the deposition of thin films with growth' control capabilities not attain

able by many of the other processes. ICB depositions are one of several 

techniques classifieds ion assisted thin-film formation. The material to 

be deposited emerges and expands in to a vacuum environment from a 

small nozzle of a heated confinement crucible, usually constructed of high- 

purity graphite. The vapor pressure within the crucible is several orders 

of magnitude higher than the pressure of the vacuum chamber so that 

the expanding vapor supercools. Homogeneous nucléation results in the
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generation of atomic aggregates or clusters of up to a few thousand atoms 

held together by weak interatomic forces. The clusters passing though 

the vacuum towards the substrate can in part be positively charged by 

impact ionization with electron beam irradiation. Closely controlled ac

celeration voltages add energy to the ionized clusters which then impinge 

on the substrate, diffuse or migrate along the plane of the surface, and 

finally from a thin film of exceptional purity. The complete and de

tailed process is extremely complex but offers unprecedented possibilities 

of film formation once the fundamentals and engineering technology are 

fully undiustood and exploited.

Gas Phase Chemical Processes:

A'lethod of film formation by purely chemical processes in the gas or vapor 

phases incliuh's chemical vapor deposition and thermal oxidation. Chernic^al 

vapor deposition (CVD) is a materials synthesis process where by constituents 

of the vai)or phase react chemically near or on a substrate surface? to form a 

solid product. The main features of CVD are its versatility for synthesizing 

both sim[)le and complex compounds with relative ease and at generally low 

temperatures. Both chemical composition and physical structure can be tai

lored by control of the reaction chemistry and deposition conditions.

Chemical reaction types basic to CVD include pyrolysis (thermal decompo

sition), oxidation, reduction, hydrolysis, nitride and carbide formation, synthe

sis reactions, disproportionation, and chemical transport. Deposition variables
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such as temperature, pressure, input concentrations, gas flow rates and reactor 

geometr}^ and operating principle determine thé deposition rate and the prop

erties of the film deposit. Thin-fllm materials that can be prepared by CVD 

cover a tremendous range of elements and compounds. Inorganic, organornetal- 

lic, and organic reactants are used as starting materials. Materials deposited 

at low temperatures (e.g., below 600°C for silicon) are generally amorphous. 

Higher temperatures tend to lead to polycrystalline phases. Very high tem

peratures (tyi)ically 900"C to 1100°C in the case of silicon) are necessary for 

growing singk'-crystal films. These films are oriented according to the struc

ture of th(! substrate crystal; this phenomenon, known as epitaxy, is of crucial 

practical importance in solid-state device technology.

Ion Im plan ta tion . Ion implantation has been used to form silicon-on- 

insulator structures by implanting large doses of atomic or rnolecidar 

oxygen ions in singhi-crystal silicon substrates to produce a l)uried ox

ide lay(u· with sharp interfaces after annealing. Simultaneous high dose 

implantation of low energy oxygen and nitrogen ions into silicon yields 

very thin films of silicon oxynitride, whereas low-energy implantation of 

nitrogen or ammonia into silicon yields a low-density silicon nitride layer.

In the Some of the many other techniques are thermal oxidation, liquid-phase 

chemical formation, electrolytic Anodization, and electroplating. The discus

sion of which is far beyond the scope of this work.
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5.2 Fabrication

5.2.1 Fabrication of SC Disc, thick film and the Anneal

ing profile

SC Disc fabrication:

Bulk superconducting discs were made by compressing the YBa^CuiOj-j: pow

der using a home made compressor. The discs were annealed by using the 

following thermal treatment;

1. It was heated to 950 °C with heating rate of 10°C/min in the presence 

of O2.

2. Changing the Gas atmosphere to Ar for 8 minutes at 950 °C.

3. Changing the gas again to O2 and stay at 950 °C for 1 hour.

4. Cooling down the disc with a cooling rate of -5°C down the 470 °C.

5. In the presence of Oxygen keeping the temperature at 470 °C for 2 hours, 

calhxl the oxidation stage.

6. Cooling the down the system to room the temperature with a cooling 

rate of -1"C.

In order to observe the effect of the environmental gas, three different gases 

have been checked namely. Oxygen, Argon and air. The results obtained for 

the basic characteristics are given in section 6.1.2.
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T hick  film fabrication:

screen p rin ting  Thick film pastes were formed by mixing powders of the su

perconducting materials with a printing vehicle composed of terpineol 

and ethyl cellulose. A three roll mill (Netzsch 272.00) mixed the com

positions for at least one hour. The 123 powder was obtained from a 

commercial source (High Superconco SP-5,0.3 - 2.0 /xm diameter).

Pressed-powder MgO substrate were used for the samples. MgO was 

chosen for its low reactivity with the 123 material. Magnesia has a di

electric constant of approximately 9.5, a number similar to alumina and 

significantly lower than materials such as strontium titinate. The loss 

tangent is approximately 10“"̂. These properties make MgO a candidate 

for microwave applications.

Film were screen printed through 280 or 325 mesh stainless steel screens. 

After a short leveling period, a box oven was used to dry the films at 

120 "C for one hour. A horizontal 75 mm (3 in) diameter (piartz tube 

furnace eijuipped with a programmable temperature controller annealed 

the superconducting films. Films were heated to peak temperature at 

rates or 10 or 100 "C/min. Peak temperature of 850 to 980 °C were held 

for 10-30 minutes. Cooling occurred at a rate of 2 °C/min.

Exposing films to oxygen while cooling was expected to restore the oxygen 

stoichiometry to nearly.^ 502(71x307. Those films annealed in argon were 

also cooled in argon until their temperature dropped below 700 °C. We
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believe Ar was effective in reducing the melting point of the powder, 

producing more effective sintering. [15]

P o s t A nnealed blow -assisted deposition After getting familiarity with 

characteristic parameters (like Rjs and G) of the detectors which di

rectly influence the responsivity and detectivity, in this study a simple 

but intuitively an effective idea for the fabrication of thick films has been 

proposed. The idea of settling down of dust with air has been explored. 

In order to deposit a thick film the following steps has been suggested:

1. A fine powder of Y'Ba^CusOj with a grain size of ~  0.3 - 2. /xm 

diameter was obtained from a commercial source.

2. For making the pattern, shadow masks have been placed on top of 

the substrate before starting the deposition.

3. With a help of fan, YBCO powder was blew in a closed container. 

After about 24 hours of blowing with a constant speed a thick layer 

of powder was settled on the substrate.

4. After obtaining the required thickness of the film this him was an

nealed using the annealing prohle given below;

- Heating the samples with a heating rate of 10 ‘’C/min up to 950 

"C in the presence of Oxygen.

- Heating the samples at 950 °C for 8 minutes in the presence of 

Ar gas environment.
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- Cha-ugiiig the gas back to Ox,ygeu and sta}̂  at tlie same l,(mi- 

pertnre for 1 more hour .

- Cooling down th(i a system with cooling rate of 5 "C/niin down 

the 470 "C.

- Oxidizing the sam])le at this temperature for 2 hours.

- Cooling down slowly with approximately a cooling ra,t(i of 1 "C/ 

min. to th(! room tiunperature, in the i)res(mce of air or oxygcui.

TluM i! ai(i imuiy advantagci of using this method some of which arci lisl.iid 

below;

- VV(i don’t hav(! to use any kind of chemicals to make paste a,s we 

Inu'c 1,0 for scr(!on i)iinting method.

- Th(! fa.brication and patterning can be done at the same time', for 

rela.l,iv(!ly larg(i i)att(irns.

- TluM'e is no need to a.pply heat during the deposition process, which 

prcivents any cause for dcoxidisatioii of the material.

- Tin; him produced this way will have a prominent grain boundaries, 

which are assumed to be helpful to increase the Rfs, or in other 

words increase in the resi)onsivity.

- Crystal formation will be perpendicular to the substrate; which will 

incre.asc the surface area for the radiation absorption.

Although this method seems v(uy basic but it can be very usedul to pro

duce; highly responsive eletectors. The;rmal modeling ibr this type; e>f 

dete;e:tors is not trivial. In order to me)elel these hlms we ne;e;d a tliie'e; 

dime;nsie)nal version of the thermal nioelel discusseel in sectie)n 3.4.
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5.2.2 Device Fabrication

Progress in i'al)rica(,ion of high temi)eraturo superconducting films has incr(ia.s(Hl 

tremendously in the Iasi, lew years. Film used in this study were mainly on 

SrTiO;), La,y\.10:j and MgO sid)strates. Most of these iilms were prepa.r(id l)y 

Laser aldation. Las(u· a,l)lation is one of tin; fastest and fre(inently nscul tiu li- 

niques for deposition of IITSC films. In inincipal a high-energy pulse of laser 

beam is (unploycHl to vaporise the surlnce material of the target. This materia.1 

is then (h'posil.ed on the substrate. Using this techniiiue a high growth rate for 

the film is obtained.

The Laser ablation system is shown sch(iinatically in Figure 5.1 [1C]. Tin; 

advantagii of this system is that the laser can cause homogeneous a,blation into 

a wide angle diu' to the geometry of the target and laser beam. The substrat(! is 

located on a h(ia.ting stage within the homogeneous ablation plasma. Tlui sub

strate is located on a heating stage within the homogeneous ablation phisnia. 

The paramet(ns of pulscid excinier laser used are about;

Wavelength 248 nm
Pidse duration About 40 ns
Repetition rate 2 IR
EiKirgy (hmsity 2 .loule/c7/i^

Table 5.1: The i)aranieters of i)ules excimer laser.

Resulting in a time for growth of a 50 nm thick film in less than 10 minutes.
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Figures 5.1: Exporimeiilal set-up for laser ablation deposition.

5,2.3 Substrate and Selection rules

In some materials systems, inelnding IITS, the best films that can cnrrently be 

produced a.i(i grown on ma.teria.ls tliat have serious limitations. The search for 

viable snbsl,rat(' ma.terials is an a,ctive area of resea.rch that often accompani(is 

the investigation and ¡Kufection of a him.

Tlie (jiiest for snbstral.e materials that are capable of sn])i)orting excellent 

films of UTS materials has been in progro'-ss for nearly as long as HTS thin 

films have been ])iepared. In many eases it is d(!sirable or even necessary for 

a film to be not only crystalliiK!, often single crystalline, but also for tin; crys- 

ta.llograpiiic axes of the him to have vvill-delined ori(nita.(,ions with resp(M:t to 

the substrate. This usually recinires that the him be ei)itaxial on its snbslaate, 

a constraint Unit introduces additional requirements that must be fnllilh'd I)y 

the snbstra.te materiel.
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Chem ical com patibility : Ideally there should not be any chemical reac

tions between the iilin and substrate. The constraint is especially s(ivere 

for UTS films since these materials are reactive with many substrates 

that might otherwise! be good candidates.

T herm al expansion m atch: most combinations of sid)stra.tes and films will 

be more or less mismatched in regard to the thermal expansion. This may 

i(!sidt in loss of adhesion or film cracking during tluirmal (ycling. A good 

thermal-(!xpansion match is necessaiy, whether or not one is dealing with 

an ('pita.xia.1 system. In the case of UTS materials, this reeiuireiiiuint is 

particuhu ly imi)ortant b(! cause of the brittleness of the sui)erconductor.

Surface cpiality: The (luality of the surface is one of the most important 

l)iop(!rties of a substrate since it is tin: i)lace where the film-subsl.raic! 

int(!ra.c(,ion occurs. A uniform surface is necessary to insure! a uniform, 

homog(!neous film. If the surface is reactive with the lilm to be d(!posit, 

it must b(! passivated in a reproducible aud uniform inami(!r. Various 

typ(!S of irregulariti<!S make up the overall surface texture!. The folle)wing 

cate!gorie!S of surface defects may be cneiountereel:

(i) on the  atom ic scale: p o in t  dedeeits, d is lo c a t io n  lin e s , m onate)inie: 

le!elge!S e)ii e;le!a,vage plaiK!s, aiiel tw in  be)unelarie!S.

(ii) subm icron features: i)e)lishing se:rate:he!S, pe)ie!s elue te> levss tlia.n 

thee)retie:a.l elensity e>f the su b stra te , anel im purity  phases;

(iii) m icron scale: grineling scratches, crystalline boundaries in pe)Iy- 

crysf.alline materials, anel i)ores;
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An ideal substrate would have a flat, dense surface and fr(!e of twins 

and otluu· structural inlioinogeneities. It would be desirable, a(, tlu; v(>ry 

least,, to grow iilnis on a substrate that has no phase transitions within 

the t('uiperature regime reciuired for film i)rocessing.

S u b stra te  cleanliness: Tlie cleanliness of th(i substrate; surface (;x(;rts u. de;- 

cisive; inilu(;nce on lilm growth and adh(;sion. A thoroughly cl(;au('d siib- 

stral.e is a prerecpiisite for the pr(;paration of iilins with reproducible; 

pre)j)e;rtie;s. The e:hoie;e of cleaning teclmieiues elei)ends e)ii the; imture; e>f 

substrate;, the; tyi)e; e>f contaminate;s, anel ele;gre;e of cle;anline;ss re;eiuire;el. 

Re;sielue;s freuu manufacturing and pae:kaging, lint, iinge;rprints, e)il, anel 

airbe)rue; j)artie;ulate; matte;r are e,;xanii)le;s e)r Imiuently e;ncouiite;re'el e;e)ii- 

taminants.

S u b stra te  hom ogeneity: The quality of the bulk of substrate must alse> be; 

rease)nable. For example, if a substrate; is predominantly a single; phase; 

by e;e)n(.ains an appreciable amount of e)ne e e>r me)re aelelitie)iial i)hase;s, 

the; surfa,e;e; epiality is likely te> surfer, anel film may not grow e;eiually will 

on all of the phase;s present. Grain boundarie;s in the substrate; tha.l, ap

pear e)ii the surface; may aifee:t the micre)strue;ture; and me)rphe)le)gy e>f the; 

film. The; substrate; shoulel have the; the;e)ie;tical de;nsity e)f its e;onstitue;nt. 

Pre;e;ipitate;s, dislocations and etc., thre)Ughout the; bulk of the; substra.te;

(iv) macro defects: suri'ace waip, and cracks.
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m;i,y also a,Hod, Uic (iua.lil,y oi'tlie suriaoo, especially il'tlu! deiisily is liigl,11.

S u b stra te  therm odynam ic stab ility : It is also highly desirable that the 

substrate be thermodynamically stable within the temperatiii'e rangci nv 

qiiired to grow and process the thin film. The typical tempera.tm-e range 

lor I’LD a.nd sputtering techni(}ucs is 800 "C. A phase transition wi(,h 

this region can have dramatic eifects on the surface quality of the sul)- 

stra(,(! and on the stresses the film must undergo, even if the chemistry 

is not a problem. If a phase transition is inevitable, it must be as minor 

as po.ssiljle, i.e., second order with no discontinuous volume change and 

minima.l structural change.

BuITer layer: These are films layers that are grown directly on the substra.(,e 

in order to a.llevia,te some of shortcomings that a substrate may have. 

The most common reason to use a bulfer layer is to avoid unwaiitcul re

action between him and substrate. Obviously, the buifer layer must be 

chemically compatible with both materials. Some reaction bcitweeii the 

buifer layer and substrate may be permissible if it is confined to a. I'e- 

gion near the interface. If the thermal-expansion mismatch between the 

HTS layer and substrate is large, a buffer la.yer with intermediate thermal 

I)ro])erti(!S nia.y alleviate cracking of the film.
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The best UTS films grown to date, as determined l)y a nmltitud(! of metrics 

including critical current density, morphology, and stability over time, arc; epi

taxial. Epitaxial growth requires the controlhxl crystallographic orienta.tion of 

the film with resi>ect to the substrate, lattice i)ara.m(!t(ns, atomic positions, 

crystallographic orientation, etc. The better the match of all of these j)a.ra,me

ters, the more likely high-(iuality epitaxial growth is to occur. [17]

Issues for growth of epitaxial films:

EEFECrr
Lattice
Match

ISSUE
Coincidence

sit(!s
Surface
([uality

Subs. Struct, 
(juality

Presence of * * * *
epil.axy
Ei)itaxiid * * * *
orientation
No. of (’pitaxial * *
orientation
Phase of film * *
Interface * * *
(luality
Su])erconducting * * * *
j)roperties

Table 5.2: Issues in substrate selection for epitaxial films.

L attice  m atch: The possibility of epitaxial growth on a lattice reipiiiiis a.t 

gren test 15% mismatch. As the field of epitaxial growth concentrated on 

semiconductor systems, in which the chemistry of the film and sid)str;ite 

are very similar, it became ai)i)arent that vanishingly small lattice mis

matches were desirable to minimize the effects of dislocations and other
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doled,s brought, about, 1)}̂ lattice dissiniilaritics. In the ease ol' HTS ma

terials, the Issue is more open. In general, it seems desiralde t.o minimize 

the lattice mismatch as much as ])ossible. This seems to improvci t,h(i 

ability to obtain singly oriented films.

Coincidence sites: There must also be a niasonably number of coiucid(m<-(i 

sites b('l.\v('eu the two hittices. These are atomic positions that coincide 

on eitln'r side of the interface. Ficxiuently, although not always, (,his 

means that the lilm and substrate shotdd have similar crystal structurt's. 

The liigher the number of coincidence sites, the better the chance of good 

epita,xy. Similarity in structure is as important a criterion in determining 

a suital)l(' MTS epitaxial substrate as is lattice match, although tlu'y are 

not indepc'ndent. The surface termination of the substrate is also a. cru

cial |)araineter in determining the (luality of oriented of epitaxial growl,h.

Surface (quality: Tin; importance of surface i)roi)erties in detei'mining the 

qualil,y of a lilm grown on it was discussed in the previous section. Still 

the critical importance of this i)arameter in epitaxial growth needs l,o be 

reemphasized. Disoriented grains frequently nucleate on irregula.riti(!s on 

a surface, be they dirt, surface defects, or atomic steps duo to substrate 

miscut or other treatment. The ciuality of a substrate surface can be af

fected by a number of treatments including cleaving, polishing of various 

soi'ts, and annealing in a variety of ambient. Slight disoriental.ions of the 

substrate can have a, i)rofound effect on the ei)itaxial (luality.
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s tru c tu ra l  quality: The striic(,ura.l quality of the substrate is even more 

imi)orta.ut when epitaxial films are reijuired tlian when they ;ue not. It 

go(\s without saying that a single crystal film is possible essentially only 

when the substrate itself is single crystal. lmi)urity phase inclusions in 

the substrate vcny likely will affect the surface (piality and ultiniat(!ly I,he 

ei)il.axial (luality as well. Twins in the substrate in many cas(is will ailect 

the degr(!C of oricmtation possible in tlu; film. In general the crystalline 

(piality of the film will b(! no greater than that of the substrate.

Issues for applications:

Before we start considering the materials reciuired hn' tin; development of IITS 

films, it is usi'l'ul to enumerate some of the actual (hwice applications of Il'i'S 

layer which are as follows;

A ll-supercoucluctive devices: Superconductors are ai)plied in ekictronics 

for all superc.oiiducting devices as their first application. Most of all su

perconducting devices presented to date involve the Jo.sephson junction 

or sojrKi sort of restricted current flow. The substrate must be able to sup

port IITS films of axleciuate quality for reproducible junction fabrica.tion. 

Grain boundaries must exist only whore (kisired, as in the grain-bounda.ry 

junction. The grain-boundary junction re(iuires either processing of llu; 

substrate before IITS film growth or the production of a bicrystal sub- 

stral,(!.
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Substrate
Requirement

All HTS 
Devices

Hybrid
HTS

Devices

Integ. 
HTS & 
Sernic. 
Devices Intercom

/i-wav(!
appl.

Current
carrying

appl.
Support high 
quality iilms

* * * * * *

Control grain 
boundaries

* * *

Low dielectric 
loss

Varies * * *

Devices (juality 
semicon. Ia3'ere

* * *

Low e * *
Large area * * * *
Isotropic *
Low surface 
resistivity

*

High-Jc
films

* *

Table 13.3: Issues in substrate selection for apiilications.

H ybrid  superconductor-sem iconductor application: The work on Hy

brid superconductor-semiconductor devices and systems has been heeded 

for many years. Typically, three levels of hybridization are worth dis

cussing:

(i) Combining superconductor and semiconductor in a single device. In 

this device, the substrate must either be a semiconductor or be a material 

that can support both device-quality semi-conducting and HTS layer.

(ii) Combining individual superconductor devices with semiconductor de

vices in an integrated circuit. If one is to fabricate integrated circuits 

using active superconductor and semiconductors and semiconductors to 

be combined on a single substrate that is compatible with both.
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(iii) Combining sui)(!icoiiduct.ing circuits and scmi-conducting circuits or 

clii])s iiii,o a complete system. In this case substrates must be al)Ie to su[)- 

port uo(, only iiitercoimections but also at least some of the semiconduc

tor circuits. There must be low loss and the chips should be compatil)le 

with bol.h classes of electronics material. Because of tin; high si)e(!(ls in- 

v o 1v ( h 1, the dielectric constant of the substrate must l)e as low a.s possible.

M icrowave application: Operation at microwave fre(iuencies imposes the 

need for low lo.ss substrate. Since the dielectric properties of th(i sub- 

stral.e have an important effect on device i)erformance, the (ixistence of 

a twinning transition in the processing range is entirely unaccepta.bl(i, 

since it prcicludes device modeling. Microwave ai)i)lication are not gen

erally v(uy sensitive to the dielectric ciuistant of the substrate (as long 

as it is uniform and, preferably, isotropic for modeling convenience), but 

th(!y do depend on having a low value of the loss tangent.

C urren t-carry ing  application: A metal substrate is generally i)referred for 

current carrying api)lications since it serves as an alternate-current path 

in the case of a rise in the temperature of the superconductor. In axldi- 

tion to l>eing a metal, substrates for these applications need to be able to 

support suj)erconducting films that have a high critical current (huisity 

and that probably arc ciuite thick.
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5.3 Characterisation

5.3.1 Magnetic Levitation

As we have discaissecl before, one of the basic properties of siii)ercoiiductor in 

the snperconducting state is Meissner elfect, whicli stat(!s that ” a, snixn'con- 

ductor in tlie sni)crcondncting state never allows a magnetic ilnx density to 

exist in its interior”. This is a basic i)henomenon, which is res])onsibl(! for 

magnetic hwitation. In a sense it is the most easy and a quick way to test 

either our sami)le shows superconductivity or not.

In ord(;r to check the annealing profile for each samjale preparation we have 

made superconducting j)dlets together with the samples. To check the mag

netic levitation we have used a simple set up as shown in the lignre below,

Figure 5.2; A high temperature superconductor in magnetic suspension..

As far as the T,. of the pellet is higher then the Tc_onsct. Hk' magiuit stays on 

the surface of I,he pellet but after Tc_zero, due to screening currents the magnet 

no longer stays on the surface. The suspension of the magnet in the air shows
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how better the superconductor is. For all of our pellets, the iriagiietic levitation 

has been observed, but the one which is annealed in atmosphere environment 

shows better than all of the others, but in this case the room t(uni)erature 

resistance is higher than the others.

5.3.2 Resistance vs. Temperature

In most of th(! applications we are not just looking for the superconducting 

state but instead, are more interested in other properties like critical current, 

Tc_zero, Tc._onsc.i., dR/ilT  (tlic slopc of the transition region) etc., which are not 

possible to measure by the use of the above described methods. So the next 

step in the mciasurement is to measure the Resistivity vs. Temi)eratur(! be

haviour of the su])erconductors, as we have discussed in the section 4.5, where 

two different way for measuring the Resistance vs. Terni)erature is discussed.

The rcisults of resistivity vs. temperature measurements for a thin film 

gradiomet(u· (SC^UID) superconductor on LavViPa are shown in Figure 5..3. In 

order to ha.ve a noise free curve we have u.s(!d the four-prob(i nuithod, using 

which we can (diminate the thermocouple effect, as discussed in section 4.4.1. 

As shown in the figure above for the temperature value above Tc_„nsct tlu; r(v 

sistance dcicreases i)roportionally with decrease in the temperature. But below 

Tc-onset I'csistance makes a high slope oí d,R/dT and goes to zero value in 

magnitude; at T,._z,,ro· The critical temperature (Tc) is obtained by perform

ing the r(;sistance vs. temperature measurement and the higher slope {dR/d.T 

slopc) d(;t(;rmin(;s the good (juaJity of the superconductor. For this parUciilar
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Figure 5.3: TcniiKuaturc (lepciitlcncc of resist,ance for Y-Ba-Cu-0 SQUID on 
MgO subsfcrafe. Measuring current is IniA and critical teinperatnrc is about 
90K.

ineasurenient the critical temperature is about 90K.

Next important matter in resistance vs. temperature measurement is l;lie 

effect of the bias current as shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in the figure, l)y in

creasing th(! bias current, t,h(; T,, shifts to the high tcmiperature and t,h(; d ll/dT  

slope increases. The increase in the dR /dT  is not only due to the bias curiimt 

but also (lei)ends on many other factors which will be discuss(id in detail in t.lui 

next chapter.
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Figure 5.4; Eilec.l, of t,he bias current on the resistance vs. temperature mea
surement.

5.3.3 Mutual Induction

An api)aratus providing a non-contact method to probe the current-induciKİ 

destruction of sui)erconductivity in thick film samples has been studied in s(!c- 

tion 5.4.2.

A thick film sample is positioned between a primary coil, which induces a. 

supercuri(!nt in the film, and a secondary coil that monitors flux i)enetral,ion. 

A sine wave current is applied to the primary coil, generating an ac magiKdic 

field and inducing a shielding sui)ercurrent in the film. These supercunc'iits 

have the eife(;t of rciducing flux linking to the secondary coil to a value less than 

it would have been in the normal state. Therefore by monitoring the clmugcis 

in the soîcondary coil signals we can detect the transition temı^erature (T,·), 'the
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Figure 5.5 shows the results of the ineasurenient of second;uy coil signa.l vs. 

external liedd for a filni on LaAlO's substrate. Although it doesn’t i)iovid(i as 

inucli information as the fl.esista.nce vs. teni])(ua.ture grai)h.

critical current (Umsity and the critical field {He)·

Coupling Vs. Tem p. (tfO lsr)

100 150 200
Tem perature (K)

250 300

Figure 5.5: 'ieni])erature dei)(!iidence of coui)ling volta,ge for thin film at 
Lay\.103 substrate.

For this particular gra.i)h the Tg is below 90K and the d ll/dT  ratio is also 

high. This could be due to many reasons, to be considered in tlui following.

As it is seen from the grai)h there is soirie kind of offset at the lowest temper

ature due to the external electromagnetical coupling. This can not be avoided
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Figure 5.G shows a coupling voltage vs. bias current. This graphs ])rovides 

the information about the critical current density for the i)articular sample. 

In order to do tin; J,, m(!asurement, the tempiuatun! of tlu; sa,mpl(! is iixcid a,t 

80K and by increasing the input current to the primary coil, J,. is derived from 

the data read by the lock-in amplifier. The delay in the change of the current 

causes the st(;ps in the graph.

for the samples, which has the small area than the diameter of the primary coil.

Mutual induction vs. Temp m eas

Figure 5.G: coupling voltage vs. input current ai)plied to the primary coil a,I 
80K for superc.onducting thin film.
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5.3.4 Comparison between R vs. T and mutual induc

tion measurement

As we have .síuíh in the last two sections, we can peribnn resistance vs. tcmi- 

pcrature ineasureinent and the mutual induction measureincnt in order to lind 

the iuii)ortant parametius or the characteristics of the superc.onductor. Each 

method has its some draw backs as wcdl as advantages which a.re discussed in 

the following.

Resistance vs. temi)(uatur(i gives us an accurate inibrmation about tin; 

behaviour of tlui resistance variations with respect to the clnuige in the tem

perature. But in order to have the resistance vs. tem[)erature measiireiiKuit I,Ik ; 

electrical contacts with the sainjiles are needcid, which is the most imi)orta.nt 

factor for clia.ractííriza.tioii. Mcitallic contacts not only (hitiuiorates I.Ikí sa.mpl(\s 

due to base chcunical in the silver paint, but a,Iso relatively high contact i(isis- 

tance is dev(iloi)ed at tin; interfaces when external lead wires are attached to 

the superconductor surface. A (low of niod(!ra.(.e currents often nisults in he.at,- 

ing of the contacts and hiading to the deterioration of superconductor at tin; 

contacts giving lise to inaccurate measurement. Heating due to contacts also 

changes the t(iinperature of the sui)erconductor which shifts not only tin; T,. I)ii(, 

also decr<’.ases the dll/(IT  slope, as observed in Figure ??. On the other ha.nd 

for mutual induction measurement, we don’t need to have any kind of con(,a.ct 

which in turn ('liminates all the al)ove-d(;scrib(Hl drawbacks dm; to tlui conta.cl.s.
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In order to do critical current measurement we need to api)ly a range of in

put currents. As we have seen by changing the bias current to high values,high 

probability of destroying the sample exists due to heating eifect. This aga.in 

goes back to the; contact resistance and as discussed before, this heating ca,n d(!- 

stroy the sample causing inaccurate Jc measurements. Hence direct application 

of high cm reni, de.nsities can be avoided by using the mutual induction method.

A third inijHutant point according to resistance vs. tcmipcuature nuiasmx!- 

ment is th(! th('rmocoupl(! effect, which gives ris(! to a.n iimccurate rciading of I,Ik ; 
resistance!. According to tlu! four-probe method we are i>roviding th(! curreiiit 

and reading thc! voltage! anel hence there! is an adelitional ve)ltage e:e)mi)e)iie!nt 

due to the!rme)-e:ou])ling a.t the ce)ntacts. Though this eifect can be eliminate!el 

by use of e|uasi-ele! measure!ment as elisceisscel in see;tions 4.4.

The main problem with mutual induction measurement methoel is the! re!siel- 

ual coupling, whie:h is mainly due to fringing e!ifects. That is why we Imve! ne)t 

been able! te> find the Tc_zcro value in Figure 5.5. As far as the wideiiiing e)f I,he! 

transition line! is e!e)nccrneel, it is speculated te> be eluc te> the prope!rties e)f the! 

high tem])e!rature supe!re;e)ndiictors wheu’e we e:a.n obseii ve! the two critie;al lieilds, 

HcA and Fielels between II,a and II(,2 do penetrate into the supe!i e:e)nelue!te)r,

and hene:e! can be i)ossible reason for not having a sharp Tr,_onsrj. value!. Se!e:e)uelly 

as discusse!d e!a.rlier, a hiakage field oce:urs due! to the si'/e of the sa,mi)le:s. 4'his 

effect can l)c r(!elue;e!el by elee;reasing the size of the primary and sece)iidary e;e)ils.
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Ill gomual \vc can use both methods in order get the best results. Mutual 

induction method can be used as a (inick check to determine the basic prop(u·- 

ties oi the superconductor with out aii}' impurity added to the samiiles. 'rids 

in a sense, is good approach if we want to use the sample for the purpos(!S such 

as further aniKialing. If initial tests are satisfying then for further details, (,h(i 

resistance vs. temperature measurements can be used.

5.3.5 Respoiisivity vs. frequency

In order to clu'.ck the responsivity vs. frequency measurement thermal model 

discussed in scictioii 3.4 has becui u.sed to calculate the Ьесрюпсу responsi!. 

This mod(d has been u s c m I  for diiferent substrates, and the predicted rcisults 

arc shown in Figure 5.7.

The iiK'asunMiient results for the thin lilnis a.re discussiid in section G.4.
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Figure 5.7: R.espousc lueasiirciiiciits by using (;lic (Jicriiial model diseussiis in 
section 3.1, for (liffereut substrate materials.
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Chapter 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

AND THE ANALYSIS

6.1 Resistance vs. tem perature measurem ent

The tlieoreUcitl expectation of the behaviour of variation of the resistance! of 

the SC with r(!S])(!ct to the teiinperatnre is shown in Figure G.l. In g(!n(!ia.l 

the transition t,(!inperature is not very sensitive to small amounts of imi)urit,y, 

though magn(!tic impurities tend to lower the transition tempeirature considei- 

ably.

In th(! following section we will try to inv(!stigate in details tlu! artifacl.s in 

the resistmice vs. temperature measurements performed on the ta.pe SC, th(! 

bulk SC, and (,he thin and thick fdin sami)les.
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Figiiro G.l: Typical Resistance vs. teiiii)erature curve for supercoiuliictors.

6.1.1 Superconducting Tape

111 orck)r 1.0 uiuler.staiid (.he basic propcities of (.he superconductors and as a 

base test ibr tlui systcin a suiicrcoiiductiiig ta])c (BIGG) has been invcstigal.iid. 

The characteristic critical curnmt density is about ~25A,critical current chui- 

sit.y of 13ih.3 kAcni“̂, (.ypical diinensions of 3x 0.3 nun and nuniber of iilainents 

up to 85. Tlie supinconducting tape used in this work was product of BICG 

Cables. We have used ibur-iirobe niethod to see the resistance vs. teiiiiierature 

behaviour, the corresiionding graph of which is given in Fig. G.2.

Figure- 6.2 shows the eifect of temperature on the resistance. As seen clearly 

that there are many lluctuations in voltage reading, which are due to the (.Ik u -  

mocouiile eifect of the contacts. So in order to reduce this fluctuations wc! need 

to do quasi-dc measurement. Figure 6.3 shows the avera.ge resista.nce diu! to 

the forward and reverse liias current through the tape.
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Figure 6.2: R.(!sist,ancc vs. (.emperaturo of the Bi-based Supercoiidiietiiig tape; 
by using non (|uasi de nieasureinent.

Aceording to the Figure C.3 the is found to be about the above; lOOK 

whieh is not ('xpected for the used supercondueting tape. The si)eculated i(;a- 

son for this shift of T; is the eifeet of the electrieal eontacts and seeondly tlie 

temperature gradient aeross the length of tai)e and the thermoeouple eifeet at 

the eleetrical eontacts.

According to the measurement done on the superconducting ta.i)c w<; Imve 

observed the following ])ioperties.

1. Contacts are the most important factor in resistance vs. temperature mea

surement.

2. Tcmi)erature gradient across the superconductor causes a shift in the 

curvewidening the transition.
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Figure G.3; Rxisistance vs. temperature measurement for Bi-Based Supercon
ducting tai)e .

3. Due to tlKuniocouple effect at the contacts ciuasi-dc measurement is nec(is- 

sary for rcisistance vs. tiunperature measurement.

6.1.2 Superconducting Disk

In order to cluick the annealing profile and the effect of Argon atmosplnire on 

the characteristics of superconductors, we have made bulk of superconducting 

disks. To improve the metal contacts, gold contact metallisation was done. By 

using the silv(ir epoxy on the Gold pads tin; contacts to normal coppcir wire 

were made. Wv. have prcipared a characterization set up with which w(> can 

perform four-probe resistance vs. tcmi)eraturc measurement. Tin; following
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graphs show some of our observations about the disk and the effecting param

eters.

Figure 6.4: Resistance vs. teini)eraturc measurement effected due to unstal)le 
heating caused by the cooling i)rocess.

Effect of unstab le  heating  of disk Figure 6.4 shows a resistance vs. tem

perature curve for a disk. The disc was annealed in Argon atmosphere 

for 8 minutes at 950 "C, with oxidation temperature of 470"C. The maxi

mum temperature was 950"C for one hour and eight minutes. In onhu· to 

take the resistance vs. temperature measurement, disk was cooled down 

to 77 К and then was allowed to heat u]> to room teini)erature gradually.

According to the R vs. T curve we see that %_onsc.t is above 150 K. The 

measured high Tc transition for this material is speculated to be due to 

the high temj)erature gradient with in the sami)le or it may be due to the
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thermal gradient between temperature sensor. According Fig. G.5 is also 

a pr(!sencc of second order phase near 77K. Which reaching the 2',„,,:„77K 

but still there is some residual resistance, which shows the T,._zcro i« h\ss 

than 77K. In this readings we have two things to be consider(',d, first I,he 

presence of a second phase, which is not expected for YDa2Cu,\()j su- 

perc.onductor and secondly the about 150K while it should be about 

90K. In order to check the results we have api)lied dilferent bias currents 

and l.h(' results are shown in the figure below.

Figure 6.5: Efiect of bias current under unstable heating of the disk due to 
non-equilibrium freezing process.

According to the observation of the result shown by some other group, by 

increasing the bias current the Tc is sui)posed to shift to low(u· temi)era- 

tures and heating efiect of the superconductor must have been inciiiased 

but according to Figure 6.5. The increasing of bias current not only de

creases the magnitude of the resistance but also the shifts towards
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high T. And most impoi tant thing is the presence of second orchn· pha,se 

for all applied cmrcnits.

Analysing of these results leads to the fact that the ineasurcid R vs. T 

behaviour is due to unstable luiating and the pre,s(ince of tenip<!ra.tur(i 

gradient not only across the superconductor but also in the v(utieal di

rection of the setui). In order to improve this we eoolcid the disk from 

room t('mp(!rature to 77K, by taking the temi)erature st(ips into tlu; con- 

sidera.tion, minimizing the temiicrature gradient in th(! .system.

A fter elim inating  the contact and unstab le  heating  effect: The results 

of a. resistanci! vs. temperature measurement for the; same disk after im

proving I,he contacts and nnnoving the unsta.ble lusiting ellect is shown 

in Figuni G.C.

According to Figure G.4 we sec that Tc_onsct is about 90 K, while yet (,1k! 

was not reached. This could be caused by of the heating ellect diu', to 

the bias current and it was speculated that the temperature of tlu; ui)per 

surface of the disk was not at 77K.

Figure G.7 shows the eifect of bias current on the resistance vs. tcun- 

pera.ture curve as predictcid [18]. This behaviour is the same as for tlui 

thick films where there is joule heating a.ssociated with the r(!sistanc(i of 

the patterns at high-bias currents. This power di.ssii)ation causes a. tc'in- 

pera.ture gradient across the thermal-conducting path. This gradiimt is
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Figiiio G.G: R.esistauco vs. (.ompcraturc for SC. Disk (dsOGOAiO).

the basic cause of an error in the dc cliaracterizatioii. As seen from tlie 

Íigui(í, by increasing the bias current the Tc_on.ici shifted towards hd't 

and the slope of d ll/dT  has also been increased indicating the possible 

thermal runaway as well.

One other effect observed was that, by increasing the bias current, while 

keei)ing the temperature constant, the resistance of the samph; increas(\s. 

This effect is speculated to be due to the loss of the oxygen caused l)y 

the joule heating at relatively high bias currents.

Effect of therm al cycle: Thermal cycling effects the (luality of the super

conductor, and it not only effects the surface of the SC but also the 

contacts. The Figure C.9 shows the effect of thermal cycle on the room 

temperature resistance. According to the study in this field, it has been
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Figure G.7: Eüecl, of bias current on the resistance vs. temperature character
ization for bulk of superconducting materials.

reported that shift of due to bias current can be recovercxl but the 

shift of 1]·, due to thermal cycle can not be recovered. [18] Tin; only vvuy 

is to do I,he oxidation process once again but in most of tin; cases it is 

not possible due to the contact substances and the attached chemicals to 

the film which also degrade the superconductivity.

6.1.3 Resistance vs. temperature for thin and thick films

Resistance, vs. temi)erature measurement is not only imi)ortant to find out 

the basic propiuties but also defines the j)arameter for the nisponsivity of tlui 

bolornetric det(!ctors. In bolometric response, as discussed before, the flux of 

photons can directly or indirectly heat the superconductor and changes tin;
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Figure 6.8; Eilect of bias current on the resistance at fixed temperature (77K).

temperature of the material. This change in the temperature, whicli can be 

local, will 1)0 rclhictcd in the resistance vs. t(;mperature characteristic of (,he 

superconductor. For this type of detection tin; SC detector is biased wlnn'c 

the temijcratme (huivative of the resista.nce with r(!sp(!ct to the t(!ini)era.tni(i, 

dR/dT, is large. For bolometric response, the induced voltage change, AV̂ , 

will be c(iual to 1 {dR/dT) A T, where I  is the dc bias current across tin; d(',- 

tector. Important paranuiters of a bolonuiter a.re the temperature (hnivative of 

the resistance {dR/dT), heat capacity and the effective thermal conductivity 

and/or th(! material used. In order to find a.ll these properties it is re(iuir(Hl 

to perform the basic resistance vs. temperature measurement. The results for 

the thin film detectors are discussed in this s(!ction.

Figure G.IO shows the resistance vs. temperature measureituint for l.lu; 

SQUID (thin film sui)erconductor). According to this figure the T,._onsc.i. of fli(! 

sample is about the expected value of 90K, while Tc_zcro is at 85K, resulting in
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Figure G.9; Eiled, of Uuiiiual cycle on the room temperature re.sistaiice for 
superconducting bulk resistance.

a transition width of about 5K.

Jouh; heating is associated with the resistance of the i)atterns at high bias 

current. Powiii' dissipation due to joule heating causes a t(!ini)eratui(i gra.di(mt 

across th(! thermal conducting j)ath.

At high bias current, Joule heating can cause a shift of T̂ ,_„nsct towards the 

lower teni])era.tures. This shift is related to the temperature gradi(!nt across 

the film-substrate or the substrate-cold finger interface, depending on tlui him 

and substrate diuKuisions. Effect of the Joule heating depends on the tyixi of 

the film, small area patterns like micobridges (SQUID) or large ai(ia i)a.tterns 

i.e. meander lines. According to the Figure G.IO , we can see tin; following 

effects,

i) Increase in the bias current causes an increase in the normal state; resistance;
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Thermal cycle I (squidOl) I = 1mA

Figure G.IO: Re.sis(;ancc vs. Temperature measurement for SQUID at bias 
current of 1 my\, with of about 90 K.

ii) Tc_onsc.i. shifl.s towards lower temperatures.

iii) Transition width increases by increasing the Ijias current before! reaching 

the therinal runaway.

For small area patterns the temperature gradient generated by Joule heat

ing is mostly expected to be at the film substrate interface or across a thin 

layer of tlu! substrate in the vicinity of SC path. For small area patterns tlu! 

heat capjicity of the substrate is the determining factor in the temper;i.(.m(! 

gradient. For R vs.T measurement of such samples the temperatuii! rise in tlu! 

film can cause as thermal runaway, overheating the whole iilni, if a constant 

current source is used. If the controlled source is used, then a local tluirma.! 

runaway creating a hot siiot in the bridge would limit the overall heating. The
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Figure G.ll: Eilect of the bias cuiTent on the resistance vs. temperatnre mea
surement for SQUIDOl.

position of th(! hot spot is (letermiiied by tlui bias temperatnn! relative to z(uo 

resistance; temp(;ratnre T,.^c.ro find flie variation of G with position.

For the samples with large area film pattern dimensions comparabh; to 

that of the substrate the temperature gradient is found to be mainly across 

substrate cold finger interface. In this ciise thermal boundary r(;sistanc.(; ;it 

substrate-cold finger interface is found to be the determining factor in overall 

thermal conductance of the sami)le. There will not be a hot spot in such s;un- 

ples, and the whole SC film is considered to be at the same temi)eratur(;. R 

vs. T cha.iiu;t(;ristic by using constant current source, can cause a fn.ls(; slnu pc'r 

transition at high currents. Tc_on$et shifts due to higher bias current wlu;r(; has 

been interpret(;d to be an intrinsic shift by some groups. [18]
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TogotlH!!· with (;lic cilcjct of the bias current, theriiial cycling and the ambi

ent atmospheri! also cHect the resistance vs. temperature charactcn istics. The 

effect of th(î tluninal cycle is shown in the Figure G.12 .

R Vs. T (S q u ld O I)

Figure G.12: Elfect of thermal cycle on the resistance vs. t(imi)era.ture iiuia.- 
surement.

According to Figure G.12 by increasing the number of cycles the. transition 

width incrcas(\s and the also shifts towards lower T. But it has Ixvai

shown [18] tha.t the shift of the Tc is up to certain point after which the thiunial 

cycle does not shift it further. It is found tha.t the samples are sensitive to tlui 

ultimate vacmnii and the thermal cycle to which the sample is exposed. II. is 

already known that the lowering of 7); at low bias currents, which is int(u pr(it('d 

to be due to he thermal cycles under vacuum, is not recoverable by (iX])osiug 

the sami)le to room temperature and atmosphere. The decrease of 1]. causixl 

by high-])ia.s currents under vacuum was found to be recoverable.
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6.2 M utual induction vs. bias tem perature

In the previous section we saw how we can use the four-i)iobe method to (hiter- 

rriine some of the basic proi)erties of the superconductors this is while w(! also 

have encount(!red the drawbacks in that method. In order to reduce soiiui of 

these eifccts, As we have discussed in section 4.5 and 5.4, there exists one otlmr 

methods which can be used to determine the critical current, critical currcuit 

density, and critical magnetic held without elhjcting th(', sani])le it s(4f.

The basic circuit lor mutual induction measurement is given in Figure! 4.14. 

In this s(!ctioii we will try to stmimarise the results for thin and thick lilms 

obtained using this method.
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Figure 6.13: kiutual induction vs. temperature for thin him Superconductors.
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Figuro C.13 shows the Vcoupimg (rms) of the secondary coil vs. Tííinperature 

of thin film superconductor bolometer detector on SiTr03 substrate. Accord

ing to this graph transition temperature is about 9ÜK, as expected for YBCO 

material. Although Tc^nsv.t is almost clear but we are not to see the T,,_zv.ro h.»!’ 

this graph. This might be due to the fringing effect because the sample area 

was a bit small compared that of the coils.

Mutual induction vs. Temp m eas

Figure C.14: The elfect on the mutual induction by reducing the t(!ini)(!ra.tur(i 
of the sui)crconducting thin film on SrTi03 substrate.

To compare this result we have repeated the experiment by using the com

puterized method in which we have used the lock-in-amplifier to read and store 

the data. Tin; following graph show the abov(! rcsidts.
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Figure G.14 shows the coupling voltage (in magnitude) vs. time. This graph 

which is not scaled with respect to the actual temperature shows a sharp tran

sition and th(̂  Tf._onscd ^uid Tf._z(tro clearly. VVh(ni compmed to the ll vs. T imia- 

surement, it is Ibuiid that both show the same T,,_,,nsct of 90K. So this im^Tod 

can be d(iveloi)ed further to reduce the fringing effect and by improving th(̂  

characterization system we can also get more detailed information whic:h can 

be achiev('.d from direct resistance vs. temperature measurement.

6.3 M utual induction vs. bias current

As wc liavo there is an eil’ed; of bias current on the R,. vs. T m(!asnr(uii(mt 

and it causes shifts in the T,._junsv.i ‘J-nd dep(!nding on the film it can widen sj)i(!iul 

the transition width. Tin; sanu! eifect can 1)(! observed by using mutual induc

tion method as well. The results shown in this section shows that by incre.asing 

the magnitude of ai)i)lied voltage the output coupling voltage increases and the 

Tc-onsci voltage; shifts toward lower T.

Figure 6.15 shows V,.,oupUng (nns.) vs. the; temperature curve for diiler(;nt 

bias currents. Here the bias current is the applied current to the primary coil. 

As it is obvious for the Vj,rimary of 0-04 mV (can also be expressed in inA) we; 

can sec tin; T,_onsr.i «i·! <d)Out 80K. While for the Vprimary gi'cat(;r than O.OdmV, 

although there is no obvious T,._onscti Hio trend shows a Tc_onsct about 75K. 

For Vprimary loss 0.004 iiiV the Tc_onset IS about 85K. The reason for this shifting 

of the Tr,_onsci. might be the same as discuss(;d for resistance vs. t(;mi)era.ture
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Figure G.15: Eileel, of (;he bias c.mrcnt ai. tlui priniaiy coil on I,he (•oupling vs. 
ternperatme curve.

mefisureineiil; case in pnnuons sediion. In using this method the only consid

eration is not to readi th(i critical magnetic lield by applying high curnuits to 

the primary coil.

In order to iind the critical current density, it is found to be (dliciimt to 

use the mutual induction method. By fixing the temperature to b(i at 80K 

and increasing tin; bias current through the primary coil, the effect of Uui bias 

current ca.n be observed.

Figure G.IG shows input current to the primary coil vs. output curi(mt 

through the secondary coil. According to the graph, with increase! of the! aj)- 

plied bias current to primary coil, initially there is an increase in the output 

coupling current in secondary coil but there is a dip in this at about 0.5mA a.nd
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Input vs. output coupling current

Figure C. LG: Measureiiieui, for the critical current density at 81K for the thin 
film SC on SrTiOw substrate.

after that its increase is almost i)roi)ortional to the increase in the bias current.

In the next graph we investigated the effect of tin; direction of l)ias eurriuit. 

According to this graph we see that the general behaviour is the same as was 

shown in the figure above. But by changing the direction of the current we 

have observed a shift in the curve toward the higher T.

6.4 R esponsivity vs. frequency

Frequency response measurement has been done for SQUID. In the initial da.ta, 

the effect of contact resistance and undesired coui)ling of radiant light with tlui 

wires has been obscirved. In the figure below although the graph look HI«; tin;
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Effect of direction of applied current

Figure C.17: Filed, of ai)plied cuneiit, to pliinary coil for thin lilm SC on 
SrTiOz substrate.

one predicted by tliernial model but it is not exact the same.

As dear from the Fig. G.18, this i)lot is on linear scale and secondly the 

there are lots of fluctuations although the data has been avcragínl ov(!r 25G 

samples. By detail analysis of this graph it has been found that the major part 

of this gra.ph is due to modulation with the contact resistance not with the 

sample it self. In order to improve the response contact resistance should be 

reduced by improving the contact metallisation.
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Figaro G.18: Frociuoncy response for the SQUID on linear scale.
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND 

CONCLUSIONS

A charactinisaXion .system has been (leveloi)od for high-71̂  supercomluctivci in

frared de(,(iet,ors. Manufacturing of diaracterization setup consists of two i)aiXs; 

establisluiKiut of mechanical system to provide; the working condition and (;h;c- 

trical syst(;m for characterisation of the electrical i)arameters of the detectors.

The mechanical part of the .system was manufactured in the direction to 

fulfil the following requirements; cool down the sanqile (detector) to the licinid 

nitrogen temp(;ratnre and insulate it from the outer environment. A th(;i inal 

model for the develop(;d cryogenic .systenn was imrposed to und(;rsta.nd the pa

rameters which cotdd hinder achieving the above mentioned charact(;ristics for 

the system. The developed .system is capable of maintaining the t(;mi)era.tur(; 

of the sample a.t a.bout and above 77K at room temperatures. It iirovides good
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electrical insulation and insulation from the outer environment. It also lia,s the 

capability to do simultaneous mutual induction measurement and fre(|u(iucy 

response measurement.

Electrical .system was developed to chara.cterize the detectors for tlui i(!- 

sistance vs. (,emi)(!iatur(! measurement and frequency response analysis. A 

comi)uterized system was established to i)erform resistance vs. t('mp(>ra.ture 

ineasurenKUit. In order to perform the basic tests like measurement of tlie 

critical tempciiature, a mutual induction setup was established to do tlui imsi- 

surements with out electrical contacts.

By using tlui home made setup for compnissing the suioerconductor powdeu· 

superconductiug discs w(ue fabricated. This was in ordcu' to check l.lui (dlects 

of the aniKialiiig profiles and the environmental gases on the i)roi)(u ties of (.lui 

superconductors. Successful development of fabrication process made it ро.ч- 

sible to inoduce SC disc at Bilkcnt, being presently used in experiments for 

undergraduatii level experiments.

Present tlKUinal model for the superconducting edge-transition infrared d(v 

tcctors has be(!ii investigated to control and improve the physical pa.ram(!t(irs, 

which can elfect the responsivity and detectivity of the detectors. Base on (,he 

above obsiuvations, a nenv method of fabrication has 1)е(!п puri)os(!(l. In ord(u· 

to implement this method a mechanical setup has been developed. Initial tcist 

on the thick lilin produced by this method although did not provide suficing
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results but r(iv(îalc(l some promising properties like electrical conductivity, a.d- 

liesion of the him to the substrate. The thickne.ss of these lilms is about 30 to 

40 ¡hw, while controllable by the duration of the d(!position time.

Using the developed cryogenic set tij) the thick films prodiuu’d by new 

method and thin iihns i)ioduced by laser ablation technology were character

ized. Th(' results of resistance vs. temperature measureuKuit for the thick film 

show that the him (piality in terms of critical temperatun! is yet not sullicing 

for the application. After investigating the basic reasons for the poor cjiudity, 

efforts have biuui done to imi)iove the similar of thick films. In order to find 

out the elf(!ct of conta(;ts oji th(;se films, expeuiments have been done on v(uy 

high quality la.s(n· ablated thin films (SQUIDs). The resistance vs. tempera.tur(; 

and fre(iu(!iicy resi)onse measurements has shown that the contacts should be 

further improviid. Dilhuent methods have luien investigated to imi)rov(! tlu; 

electrical nornial-sui)erconductor contacts and the contact resistance for the 

thick and thin films.
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APPENDIX A

Computer program for Quasi-dc 

analysis of thick and thin film 

superconductors

111 order 1.0 iiKiasure resist,aiice vs. teiiipcratiire iiieasurenient, coini)u(,(a· sol'l,- 

ware has been developed. By using tliis soil,ware we can do quasi-de ana,lysis.

The following algorifhiii is aiiplied for the antoiiiatioii.

1. Ask user to enter.

- teiiqieratnre range.
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- l,ciiii)(na.t,uro interval.

- (nimait on tin; sample.

- overall gains oi amplificus.

- eha.nii(!l numlnus for tem|)erature and resistanee.

2. Initiali/ations

- inil.ialize the current temi)erature to Tstart.

- o])eii the data files for ready to write in.

3. vi(iw th(! teni])erature

- if tein])erature is within the range to be examined then

• view the temi)erature increase regarding current temperature

• a. if it is temiHuature interval then 

read V+ on the sample

switch the current
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road V- on tin; sample

update; the eurreiit temperature value

- else; if it is smaller than Ts goto stej) #  3.

- else; it is grateu- then Tfinal goto finish.

4. Calculate; the; Resistance anel Temperature

5. Store the; elata inte) a data file as two ce)lnmns of Temi)erature anel R.e;- 

sista,ne;e;

C. Che;elc te;mi)e;rature; if we are; at the uppe;r side of the; range

- if we; are; e)ut of range then goto finish -

- else gote) ste;}) #  3.1.1 

7. finish

- cle)se; the; data file

- enel
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APPENDIX В

Tables

Therm. Cond. 
[W/(cm.K)]

liiteg. Values 
(W/cm)

4.2K 77K 300K 0-4.2K 4.2-77K 77-300K
Spi)liire 2.7 10 0.4G
CopiHu·
OFIIC 2.5 5.2 4.0 7.5 700 900
ETP 6.5 715 914

Aluminum 0.03 0.57 1.21 223 505
Constantan 0.008 0.18 0.23 0.012 10.2 44.6

Maganin 0.005 0.13 0.22 0.009 6.3 .37.7
Stainless 0.0025 0.08 0.15 0.006 3.3 27.4

Pyrex 0.001 0.0045 0.01 0.002 0.18 1.83
Teflon 0.005 0.024 0.027 0.132 0.57
Nylon 0.00013 0.002 0.0003

Table B.l; TIi(',rmal Coiiductivily and Integrated Thermal Conductivity lor 
common Cryogenic Building Materials.
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Mat. Тс Qo
(К) (К)

Н с

(тТ )
15М Г “кьТа

N1)
Тс
РЬ
V
Та.
Ilg

NbN
ZrN
ЫоС
N1)C

Nl):,Gc
Nl);,Ga
V;,Ga
V.iSi
IliV^

I’bMofiSs
PbMooScg

9.25 27G
7.80 411 
7.20 9G 
5.40 383 
4.47 258 
4.19 87

17.3 309 
10.7 .349
14.3 G20 
ll.G 355
23.2 302
20.3 -
1G.5 310
17.1 330
9.4 187
15.3 411
G.7 294

20G
141
80.3
141
83

41.1
Hr.
47
0.3
9.8
2.0
38
34
27
25
20
GO
7

0.91
0.G2
0.28
1.31
0.77
0.15

0.45
0.34
0.53
0.33
0.95
1.18
2.7
2.5
2.05 
0.G7 
0.24

3.G
3. G 
4.5
3.4
3.5
4. G

4.3

0.85
0.G5
1.55
1.0

0. 75
1. G

LOG 
0.G7 
0.G7 
0.72 
1.80 
1.74 
1.17 
1.10 
1.00 

3.84 1.20
O.GG

4.2
4.1
4.0
3.G

Table B.2: ProiMu ties оГselected superconductors. Hr at OK is given lor tlui (de
mental ina.t(uials and Hr2 at oK for the compounds, which are all ty])(; II sup(u- 
conductors. While the units of//,; are niT, those o f //,;2 are 10''Oe=lT. N(E/,·) 
i.s the density of states at the Fermi energy and its iiidts are states/(atoni-(!V); 
it is obtained fro the linear term in the normal-state spc’.cilic heat.

Spcic. Heat
[•I/(g-K)]

Integ. Values
(•Vg)

4.2K 77K 300K 0-4.2K 4.2-77K 77-300K
Sppliin; 0.0G2 0.80
Coi)pei· 0.0001 0.19 0.39 ().()002 5.4 79.G

Aluminum 0.0003 0.34 0.83 0.0005 8.4 170.4
Staiid(iss O.IG 0.48

Pyrex 0.0002 0.20 0.7G 0.0003 G.2

Table B.3: SpcH'.ilic Heat Cai)acity and Integrated Values for common CiyogcMiic 
Building MaI.erials.
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Cryogxni
Temp.

(K)

Cooling
Capacity
(.l/enF)

Lhinid
NBP

Density (g/L) 
Gas 
NBP

Gas
STP

Cost
($/luniid

litter)
Heliluii 4.2 2.G 125 1G.7 0.G5G 7

Hydrogen 20.4 31 70 1.33 O.OGl
Neon 27.1 103 1210 9.5 0.810 225

Nitrogiui 77.3 IGl 808 4.41 1.12 0.55
Argon 87.4 229 1400 5.7G 1.78 3

Oxygen 90.2 243 1140 4.75 1.29 0.75
Freon-14 145.1 218 19G0 7.2
Freon-13 191.8 220 1505 7.9

Wabn· 373.1 2443 1000

Table B.4: Coimiiou Ciyogens and Their Cliaiaeteristics.
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Thermocouple
Type

Names of 
Materials

Useful Ai)pl. 
P,ange

B Platiuum 30% 
Rhodium (+) 
Platinum 6% 
Rhodium (+)

2500 3100F 

1370 170C

c W5Re Tungsten 
5% Rhenium (+) 
W5Re Tungsten 
26% Rhenium (+)

3000 -3100F 

1650 2315C

E Chromel (+) 
Constantan (-)

200 1650F 
95 900C

J Iron (+) 
Constantan (-)

200 HOOF 
95 760C

K Chromel (+) 
Alurncl (-)

200 2300F 
95 1260C

N Nicrosil (+) 
Nisil (-)

1200 2300F 
650 1260C

R Plantium 13 % Rhodium (+) 
Platunum(-)

1600 2640F 
870 1450C

S Plantium 10 % Rhodium (+) 
Platunurn(-)

1800 2640F 
980 1450C

T Copper (+) 
Constantan (-)

330 060F 
200 350C

Tabic B.5: Tlicrrnocouplc types, structure and ai)plication tcuii)craturc 
rangess.
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Vacuum  E vaporation
Conventional vacuum evaporation 

Electron-beam evaporation

___________ EVAPORATIVE METHODS

Molecnlar-beam epitaxy (MBE) 
Reactive e\'aporation

G LO W -D ISCH A RG E PRO CESSES
S pu ttering P lasm a Process

Diode sputtering Plasma enhanced CVD
R(!active si)uttering Plasma oxidation

Bias sputtering Plasma anodization
Magnetron sputtering Plasma i)olymerization
Ion beam dei)osition Plasma nitridation

Ion b(!am sputter dei)Osition Plasma rednetion
B.isu'.tive Ion plating Microwave ECT plasma CVD

Cluster beam dei)osition(CBD) Cathodic arc deposition
G A S-PH A SE CH EM ICA L PR O CESSES

Chem ical vapor deposition (CVD) T herm al form ing Processes
CVD epitaxy Thermal oxidation

Atmosj)heric-i)ressure CVD Thermal nitridation
L·<)w-])rcssure CVD Thermal polymerisation
M(!tallorganic CVD
Lasiii-induced CVD

Ehictroii-enhanced CVD Ion implantation
LIQ U ID -PH A SE CH EM ICA L TEC H N IQ U ES

E lectro  process M echanical techniques
Electroi)lating Spray ])yrolysis

Electroless plating Spray-on techni(iues
Electrolytic anodization 

Cluunical reduction plating 
Chemical displacement plating

Spin-on techni(ines

Electro] )horetic Li(]uid phase e])itaxy

Table B.G: Survey and Classilication of Thin-iilm deposition Technologies.
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EFFET
Chem. Ther. Surf.

ISSUE
Subs. Subs. Subs.

Comp. match quality cleanl homo ther. Buif.
iness g(;neity Stab. layers

Max. process, 
temperature

* * * *

Reacted layer 
at interfa.ce

* * *

Iiiipurity in 
film

* * *

Impurity in 
substrati;

* *

Film adhesion * * * *
Film cracking * *
Film
microstructure

* * * * *

Film
comi)osition

* *

Film
morphology

* * * * *

Film * * * * *
uniformity
Supercond.
properties

* * * * * * *

Table B.7: Global issues in substrate selection.
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